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I.  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

Mission, Goals, and Objectives:  
 

The Mission of the AFJROTC program is to “Develop citizens of character dedicated to serving 

their nation and community”.   

 

The Corps Motto.  The corps motto reflects the cadets’ commitment to AFJROTC.  Our motto 

is “Citizenship Through Service.”  

 

The Goals of the program are to instill values of citizenship, give service to the United States, 

develop a personal responsibility, and instill a sense of accomplishment in every cadet.   

 

The Objectives of AFJROTC are to:  
 Educate and train high school cadets in citizenship;  

 Promote community service;  

 Instill responsibility, character, and self-discipline;  

 Provide instruction in air and space fundamentals.   

 

With these objectives the cadets will develop:  

1.  Appreciation of the basic elements and requirements for national security.   

2.  Respect for, and an understanding of the need for constituted authority in a democratic 

society.   

3.  Patriotism and an understanding of their personal obligation to contribute to national security.   

4.  Habits of orderliness, precision and hard work.   

5.  A high degree of personal honor, self-reliance, and leadership.   

6.  A broad-base knowledge of the aerospace age and fundamental aerospace doctrine.   

7.  Basic military skills.   

8.  Knowledge of and appreciation for the traditions of the Air Force.   

9.  An interest in completing high school and pursuing higher educational goals or skills.   

10.  An understanding of the Air Force and military as a possible career path.   

 

Core Values: The Air Force core values are:  
 Integrity First. Integrity is the willingness to do what is right, even when no one is looking.  

It is the “moral compass” – our inner voice; the voice of self-control; and the basis for trust.   

 Service Before Self. Service refers to our duties, and “before self” tells us that professional 

duties take precedence over personal desires.   

 Excellence In All We Do.  Excellence doesn’t mean just good enough.  It means doing your 

best.   
 
Cadet Code of Conduct, Honor Code, and Code of Ethics: These codes are closely related 

and supplement each other.  They belong to the cadets and guide them as they strive to become 

productive citizens in a society with demanding and often conflicting standards and questionable 

role models.  Cadets should instill these values in themselves and their fellow cadets to the best 

of their ability at all times. 
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Cadet Code of Conduct.  This code is a general guide for a cadet’s conduct.  As an Air Force 

Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps cadet, I pledge to the best of my ability to bring credit 

upon myself, family, country, school, community, and corps.  I will live my life by the highest 

moral standards.  I will respect and follow the directions of my parents and those entrusted with 

the responsibility to teach me those social values and life skills that I will need to become a 

productive citizen.  I will constantly strive to improve my body, my mind, Corps, school, and 

community.  I will serve my community to benefit the welfare of all.  I will live by and uphold 

the laws and policies of my community and school governing my conduct.  I will attempt to 

instill these values in my fellow cadets.  And, I will respect the rights of all and will not tolerate 

those who verbally or physically abuse others based on race, creed, handicap, or gender.   

 

Cadet Honor Code.  “We will not lie, cheat, or steal nor tolerate those who do.” These simple 

words are the basis for a code to live by for the remainder of your life.  They are specific and 

clear, and will always be relevant in our society.  A cadet should be HONEST in both words and 

deeds.  A cadet should not make quibbling and evasive statements, should do their own work, 

and assist others with a sense of cooperation to meet Corps’ goals.  Trustworthiness, not just in 

battle, but throughout life, is noble and necessary for the welfare and continued existence of our 

civilized society.  The code requires self-control and a conscious effort not to take the easy road 

to short term success, but to take the road that requires hard work for long term success.  

Eventually, living by this code will become an ingrained habit and a part of the cadet’s lifestyle.  

The Honor Code stresses that lying, cheating, or stealing is not tolerated and that HONOR is a 

noble, moral standard that is the essence of not only the Corps, but our civilized society.   

 

Code of Ethics.  Cadets will:  
 Respect their parents, school officials, teachers, and community leaders.   

 Refrain from any acts or derogatory words that may discredit their family, school, or Corps 

or themselves.   

 Not use vulgar language.   

 Dedicate themselves to succeed in academics, athletics, extracurricular activities, and work.   

 Perform all assigned duties in a timely manner and fulfill all obligations.   

 Maintain self-respect, self-control, and good behavior.   

 Be honest and understand that honorable failure is better than success through unfair means.   

 Be proud of their uniform and commitment to AFJROTC.   

 Be an exemplary role model with high standards of conduct.   

 Respect other cadets and follow the directions of senior cadet officers.   

 Place the good of the Corps ahead of personal gain.   

 

Proper Etiquette: Etiquette is “the customary rules of conduct or behavior in polite society”.  

Our civilized society operates smoother and is more pleasant to live, go to school and work in 

when all members practice proper etiquette and good manners.  The axiom, “Treat Others as You 

Want to Be Treated”, is the desired behavior of all cadets.   

Cadets should:  

 Say “Please” and “Thank You.”   

 Use “Mr., Ms., or Mrs.” and last name when addressing civilians and “Military Rank” and 

last name when addressing military personnel.  Use “Yes Sir/Ma’am” or “No Sir/Ma’am” 
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when addressing AFJROTC instructors, military service members, school officials, teachers, 

visitors and senior officer cadets at all times.   

 Not keep people waiting.  “To be early is to be on time.  To be on time is to be late.  To be 

late is unacceptable!”  

 Not gossip.   

 Use proper telephone etiquette.  When answering the NC-9511 class room telephone, always 

answer by saying “West Montgomery Air Force Junior ROTC, Cadet (Rank and Last Name), 

may I help you?”  

 

Position of Honor.  This military courtesy began centuries ago, when warriors fought with 

swords.  Since they were primarily right handed, the sword was carried in the right hand.  The 

left side became a defensive position since the shield was normally carried with left hand/arm.  

Since units were proud of their fighting ability, the right side (sword bearing side) or right of the 

battle line became the position of honor, assumed by great warriors and leaders.  Thus, a cadet 

should, while in uniform, walk or sit on the LEFT side of an AFJROTC instructor, military 

service member, or senior cadet officer who assumes the position of honor on the RIGHT.   

 

Classroom Rules: All cadets will abide by the following class rules.   

Cadets will:  
 Show respect for yourself and others around you.   

 Respect other people’s property and privacy.   

 Not chew gum, eat food, or drink beverages in the classroom or instructor office area, unless 

authorized by SASI/ASI.   

 Not wear hats or other headgear indoors unless directed otherwise.  The wear of bandannas 

and other faddish clothes are prohibited; this includes “sagging” trousers.   

 Not talk when the instructor, guest speaker or another cadet is talking unless called upon.   

 Not throw objects of any kind to include littering.   

 Not write or post on the white board, bulletin board, or on any other visual aid without the 

instructor’s permission.   

 Not sleep or put head down on the desk unless authorized by instructor.   

 Not be loud, disruptive, or participate in any form of “horseplay”.   

 Address instructors or guest speakers as “Sir” or “Ma’am”.   

 Abide by established customs and courtesies   

 Follow established reporting procedures  

 Come to class prepared.  Cadets will bring notebooks, pencil(s), pen(s) with black or blue 

ink, and applicable AFJROTC course materials.  FAILING TO PREPARE IS 

PREPARING TO FAIL!  

 Not be disrespectful, inconsiderate, threatening, or use vulgar language.   

 Not use or borrow JROTC equipment or supplies without permission.   

 Not handle or tamper with grade books, attendance books, and/or cadet personnel records.   

 Not remove any AFJROTC library books or videos without instructor approval.   

 Not use cosmetics or perform personal grooming in class unless preparing for an inspection. 
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Classroom Procedures: In AFJROTC personal accountability and responsibility are paramount.  

We also have different classroom procedures then you might be used to in other classes.  We 

expect all cadets to arrive to class on time and stand beside their desks at the position of 

PARADE REST with all personal belongings (to include cell phones) properly secured in the 

back of the classroom before the tardy bell rings.  Any cadet not standing at PARADE REST 

with belongings properly secured will be considered Out of Order and may be written-up in 

accordance with school policy for failure to follow instructions.  To gain control of the flight, the 

Flight Sergeant or assigned alternate will call the flight to ATTENTION and return them to 

“PARADE REST”.  The Flight will be called to ATTENTION and recite the “Pledge”.  After 

the “Pledge” is recited, the flight will be placed at PARADE REST.  With the flight at PARADE 

REST, the Flight Sergeant or assigned alternate will immediately call roll using the attendance 

sheet.  Cadets will come to ATTENTION when their name is called and respond “HERE 

SIR/MA’AM”.  Cadets will return to PARADE REST after responding.  Upon completion of the 

roll, the Flight Sergeant or assigned alternate will report to the Flight Advisor (if assigned) or 

SASI/ASI the status of attendance.  The Flight Sergeant will direct the flight to “TAKE YOUR 

SEATS”.  Cadets will sit down and refrain from talking.  While the instructor records attendance 

the Flight Sergeant will take this time to address any new and/or old business with the flight.   

 

Cadets arriving tardy will enter the classroom, stand at the back of the classroom, and may join 

the class after being recognized by the instructor and providing a valid excuse.  Roll call will not 

be stopped to recognize tardy cadets.  Cadets without a written pass to class will be written-up as 

tardy in accordance with school policy.  Excessive absenteeism and tardiness will negatively 

affect a cadet’s course grade and position within the Corps.  Attending school and being on time 

are qualities that will ensure success in school and later in life.   

 

Approximately three to five minutes before the class dismissal bell rings, the instructor, Flight 

Sergeant or assigned alternate will order the flight to “PREPARE FOR DISMISSAL”.  Cadets 

will stop class work and put books and classroom materials away and retrieve their personnel 

belongings.  Cadets will clear and reposition their desks, pick up and dispose of any litter in the 

immediate vicinity of their desks, align their desks with others in their element, and prepare to 

stand for dismissal.   

 

At the instructor’s signal, or as the bell sounds the flight will be called to ATTENTION and 

given the order to dismiss by simply commanding “DISMISSED”.   

 

The Flight Sergeant or others may give a motivational chant such as “WHAT FLIGHT IS 

THIS?”, and the entire flight will respond with 

“ALPHA/BRAVO/CHARLIE/DELTA/ECHO/FOXTROT (as appropriate) FLIGHT 

SIR/MA’AM!”  

 

The Flight Sergeant or designated alternate is responsible for the conduct of their flight during 

the class period.  All cadets will abide by all valid Flight Sergeant or designated alternates 

instructions.   

 

Completion of work.  All work submitted for grade (workbooks, homework, tests, quizzes, etc) 

must display: Your name, date and flight in the upper right hand corner of the first page.  Work 
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submitted without proper identification may be discarded and a zero assessed as though not 

submitted.  All work will be submitted on time.  Late work will (generally) not be accepted.  

Instructors reserve the right make exceptions as they deem appropriate.   

 

Homework Policy.  All homework is due at the beginning of the class period on the due date 

unless excused by the instructor.  NOTE: When absent, it is the cadet’s responsibility to check 

on assignments from fellow cadets and/or the appropriate instructor.  If an assignment/test/quiz is 

assigned prior to your absence, that work must be completed/turned in on the due date or the first 

day you return to school.  Pop quizzes must be made up on the day you return to school.  If you 

are absent on the day an assignment/test/quiz is announced, the assignment/test/quiz must be 

completed within the time frame determined by the instructor upon returning to school in 

conjunction with schools attendance policies.  Work not made up within the required time will 

result in a grade of zero.  It is each cadet's responsibility (not the instructor’s) to ensure 

he/she makes up all missed work/tests/quizzes as necessary.   

 

Cadet Bulletin/Announcement Boards.  All cadets will review daily the cadet 

bulletin/announcement boards.  All cadets in a leadership position will also check their mail box 

and distribute information as appropriate.  The contents of the cadet bulletin/announcement 

boards are subject to quizzes.  Failure to read and comply with any instructions may negatively 

impact grades, promotions, AFJROTC awards and participation in co-curricular/extracurricular 

activities.   

 

II.  THE ORGANIZATION 

 

Cadet Corps Organization.  The NC-9511 Cadet Corps is organized as a Cadet Squadron.   
 

The Organizational Chart.  The organizational chart displays the organizational structure of the 

NC-9511 Cadet Squadron.   

 

Unit Manning Document: The Unit Manning Document shows a cadet’s maximum grade/rank 

allowed based on the cadet’s JROTC specific job assignment.  The document shows the number 

of positions authorized for each position.   

 

UNIT MANNING DOCUMENT: NC-9511 AFJROTC CADET SQUADRON  

WEST MONTGOMERY HIGH SCHOOL  
 

MAXIMUM  

LINE FUNCTION POSITION AUTHORIZED  

NO SYMBOL GRADE/NUMBER  

 

SQUADRON COMMAND  
1.  NC-9511/SQ/CC Squadron Commander c/Col/Lt Col 1  

2.  NC-9511/LG/CC Logistics Commander c/Lt Col/Maj/Capt 1  

3.  NC-9511/CO/CC Operations Commander c/Lt Col/Maj/Capt 1  

4.  NC-9511/CS/CC Support Flight Commander c/Maj/Capt 1  

5.  NC-9511/DT/CC Drill Team/Flag Honors Flight Commander c/Lt Col/Maj/Capt 1  
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6.  NC-9511/CCF Squadron First Sergeant c/CMSgt 1  

 

DRILL TEAM  
7.  NC-9511/DT/NCOIC NCOIC, Drill Team c/MSgt 1  

8.  NC-9511/CG/NCO NCOIC, Color Guard c/MSgt 1  

 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
9.  NC-9511/PA NCOIC, Public Affairs c/MSgt 1  

10.  NC-9511/PAA NCO c/TSgt 2  

 

PERSONNEL  
11.  NC-9511/DP NCOIC, Personnel c/MSgt 1  

12.  NC-9511/DPA NCO c/TSgt 2  

 

LOGISTICS/MAINTENANCE  
13.  NC-9511/LG NCOIC c/MSgt 1  

14.  NC-9511/LGI Inventory NCO c/TSgt 2  

 

OPERATIONS  
15.  NC-9511/FS Flight Sergeant TBD 3  

 

Note: Flight Sergeants ranks are determined by the SASI/ASI based on JROTC program level.  

Flight Sergeants are normally promoted one rank above their current rank.   

 

Job Descriptions: In keeping with our policy to use the active United States Air Force as a 

guide and model for the operation of our Group, a Cadet Staff of junior and senior officers carry 

out the duties required to maintain the working of our Corps.  As with the active Air Force, 

responsibilities and duties increase with grade and rank.  Being a member of the Cadet Staff is 

not easy.  Only the most deserving and qualified cadets earn a staff position.  Staff members are 

trained and expected to be prepared to assume these higher responsibilities and positions.  Staff 

meetings are held weekly and are mandatory for all staff members to attend.  The following are 

descriptions of the duties of each Cadet Staff job.  Note: The following are basic responsibilities: 

Complete Job Descriptions and procedures are found in each program’s Operation 

Instruction/continuity book.   

 

Cadet Squadron Commander (CS/CC) will:  

 Report directly to the SASI/ASI  

 Assist in establishing and enforcing appearance, discipline, efficiency, training, and conduct 

standards  

 Advise the SASI/ASI on corps operations policies and procedures  

 Maintain program continuity book  

 Maintains inner-corps tutoring program (Kitty Hawk).   

 Develop a cadet operations and activities calendar  

 Convene and Chair Cadet Evaluation Boards  

 Recommend cadets for jobs, awards, and promotions  

 Manage the cadet corps senior staff  
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 Publicize cadet activities and accomplishments  

 Attend all cadet extracurricular activities  

 Ensure all cadets have opportunity to develop their leadership qualities  

 Perform additional duties as assigned by Instructors  

 

Cadet Squadron First Sergeant (CS/CCF) will:  

 Report directly to Squadron CC  

 Ensure the professional appearance, discipline, efficiency, training and conduct of the cadet 

enlisted Corps.   

 Directly assist Squadron CC in the support of Corps activities   

 Serve on Cadet Evaluation Boards  

 Be certain the Chain of Command Board is complete and current   

 Conduct periodic meeting with Flight Sergeants and NCOs for input to the commander  

 Advise CC on problems and negative trends with the Corp and suggest solutions  

 Act as squadron safety/PT monitor and provides safety briefing during commanders calls  

 Maintains continuity book  

 Maintains safety logs for safety briefing conducted by flight personnel  

 Conduct period safety inspections of AFJROTC facilities and report violation and corrective 

actions to CC  

 Attend squadron staff meetings and prepare the meeting room  

 Assist in supervising and training squadron and flight guides  

 Ensure all flight sergeants carry out their assigned responsibilities  

 Assist SASI/ASI with cadet orientation and training program  

 Plan for and manage squadron morale, welfare and recreation activities  

 Perform duties as assigned by instructors and squadron Commander/Deputies  

 

Cadet Flight Advisor (CFA) will:  
 Report directly Operations Flight CC  

 Assist instructor in the daily classroom operations and support AFJROTC objectives  

 Act as reporting official for daily attendance and report results to instructor  

 Maintain continuity book  

 Mentor Flight Sergeant and Element Leaders in support of their duties and responsibilities  

 Conduct bi-weekly cadet evaluations on the Flight Sergeant and Element Leaders (Graded as 

part of Management of Cadet Corp EOC project)  

 Assist Instructor and conduct uniform inspections when required  

 Assist Instructors with flight Physical Fitness Training and Drill activities  

 Assist Instructors with issuing and receiving of uniforms items  

 Assist in training cadets in reveille and retreat procedures as appropriate  

 Make recommendation for Flight Sergeant and Element leader positions  

 Plan and coordinate all activities with the flight  

 Assist the instructors in any other assigned duties when requested  

 

Cadet Operations Flight Commander (CO) will:  
 Report directly to the Squadron CC  

 Supervise Flight Sergeants  

 Review and maintains work schedule for assigned personnel  
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 Serve as primary Awareness Presentation Team member  

 Maintain continuity book  

 Conduct periodic meeting with Flight Sergeants and NCOs for input to the commander  

 Ensure all flight sergeants carry out their assigned responsibilities  

 Advise CC on problems and negative trends with the Corp and suggest solutions  

 Coordinate with First Sergeant on cadet operations  

 Enforce appearance, discipline, efficiency, training, and conduct standards  

 Assist in planning and coordinating extracurricular and co-curricular activities  

 Serve on Cadet Evaluation Board  

 Perform duties as assigned by Instructors and Squadron Commander  

 

Cadet Drill Team/Flag Honors Flight Commander (DT/CC) will:  
 Report directly to the Squadron CC  

 Commands Drill Team/Flag Honors Flight  

 Maintain continuity book  

 Reviews and maintains work schedule for assigned personnel  

 Oversee the Drill Team, Color Guard/ Flag Honors operations  

 Responsible for training and development of drill team and color guard NCOICs  

 Enforce appearance, discipline, efficiency, training, and conduct standards  

 Assist in planning and coordinating extracurricular and co-curricular activities  

 Assist SASI/ASI with cadet orientation and training program  

 Ensure activity continuity files are developed and completed for all events  

 Serve on Cadet Evaluation Board  

 Perform duties as assigned by Instructors and Squadron Commander  

 

Cadet Drill Team NCOIC will:  
 Report Directly to the Operations Flight CC  

 Write operations plans covering membership and operations policies and procedures  

 Maintain continuity book  

 Organize and train team members for competitions and performances  

 Coordinate with instructor on competition venues , develops calendar of events and 

performances  

 Publicize team activities in corps, school, and community publications and news media  

 Coordinate and plans funds raising activities  

 Track attendance and participation , recommend participants for appropriate awards and 

publicizes cadet accomplishments  

 Perform duties as assigned by Instructors and Squadron Commander  

 

Cadet Color Guard NCOIC will:  
 Report Directly to the Flag Honor Flight CC  

 Write operations plans covering membership and operations policies and procedures  

 Maintain continuity book  

 Organize and training team members for competitions and performances  

 Coordinate competition venues , development of calendar of events and performances  

 Publicize team activities in corps, school, and community publications and news media  

 Coordinate and plan funds raising activities  
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 Take and track attendance and participation, recommend participants for appropriate awards 

and publicize cadet accomplishments  

 Perform duties as assigned by Instructors and Squadron Commander  

 

Cadet Support Flight Commander (Sup/CC) will:  
 Report directly to the Squadron/CC  

 Oversee Logistics, Personnel and Public Affairs operations  

 Maintains Personnel Flight CC continuity book  

 Ensures activity continuity books are developed for each program  

 Supervise the Logistics, Personnel and Public Affairs NCOICs  

 Train assigned members  

 Develop and maintains work schedule for assigned personnel  

 Serves as primary project officer for the cadet handbook  

 Coordinate with flight advisors, first sergeant and flight sergeants on cadet support actions  

 Assist in planning and coordinating extracurricular and co-curricular activities/CIA trips  

 Serve on Cadet Evaluation Board  

 Perform duties as assigned by Instructors and Squadron Commander  

 

Cadet Personnel NCOIC will:  

 Report directly to Support Flight CC  

 Supervise members assigned to personnel  

 Oversee all Personnel activities to include training of the Personnel program members  

 Develop and maintains work schedule for assigned personnel  

 Assist SASI/ASI with cadet personnel records  

 Maintain, publish, and post organization chart, unit manning document and unit recall roster  

 Collects, inputs and maintain cadet information  

 Continually update WINGS information system  

 Prepare, coordinate, publish, and file all cadet special orders  

 Serve as recorder and advisor to Cadet Evaluation Board  

 Assist SASI/ASI with computer based personnel management system as directed  

 Perform duties as assigned by Instructors and Squadron Commander  

 

Cadet Personnel NCO will:  
 Report directly to Support Flight CC  

 Assume Personnel NCOIC duties and responsibilities in his/her absence  

 Assist SASI/ASI with cadet personnel records  

 Assist in maintaining, publishing, and posting organization chart, unit manning document 

and unit recall rosters  

 Assist in collecting, providing inputs and maintaining cadet information  

 Assist in updates in WINGS information system  

 Assists in preparing, coordinating, publishing, and filing all cadet special orders  

 Assist SASI/ASI with computer based personnel management system as directed  

 Perform duties as assigned by Instructors and Squadron Commander  

 

Cadet Public Affairs NCOIC will:  
 Report directly to the Support Flight CC  
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 Maintain continuity book, ensures after action reports are accomplished and continuity 

folders are updated  

 Serve as active spokesperson for Corps activities throughout the community to obtain support  

 Write and publish a periodic cadet newsletter  

 Serve as Squadron historian  

 Maintain Squadron bulletin boards  

 Maintain Squadron Website  

 Publicize timely newsworthy information regarding unit in school and community 

publications.   

 Provide Photographic support for unit activities to include drill, color guard and community 

events  

 Publicize and obtain cadet volunteers for community service activities  

 Perform duties as assigned by Instructors and Squadron Commander  

 

Cadet Logistic Flight Commander (LG/CC) will:  
 Report directly to the Squadron CC  

 Commands Logistics Flight  

 Serves as primary trainer for logistic  

 Maintain continuity books  

 Maintain inventory of all assigned weapons and sabers  

 Supervises and maintain inventory in the WINGS  

 Accomplish uniform, book, and accountable equipment supply actions in WINGS  

 Develops and publish procedures for uniform issue and replacement of items (works with 

ASI)  

 Distributes supply and equipment to all functional areas  

 Assist in issuing , receiving cadet uniforms items  

 Assign uniform items in WINGS and provide WINGS generated hand receipts  

 Order and receive new uniforms and equipment through E-mall and validates supplies 

received  

 Appoint, train and supervise Supply Personnel  

 Recommend supply policies and procedures to ASI  

 Provide personnel during supply operation hours  

 Provide logistics support to cadet staff for cadet activities to include Drill and Color Guard 

activities  

 Maintain a neat and efficient supply area  

 

Cadet Logistics NCOIC will:  

 Report directly to Support Flight CC  

 Supervise and train logistic assigned logistic personnel  

 Maintain continuity book  

 Maintain an inventory of on hand supplies/equipment, uniforms, and text books  

 Maintain inventory of all assigned weapons and sabers  

 Maintain inventory in the WINGS  

 Accomplish uniform, book, and accountable equipment supply actions in WINGS  

 Develop and publish procedures for uniform issue and replacement of items 

 Distributes supply and equipment to all functional areas  
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 Assist in issuing , receiving cadet uniforms items  

 Assign uniform items in WINGS and provide WINGS generated hand receipts  

 Order and receive new uniforms and equipment through E-mall and validates supplies 

received  

 Appoint, train and supervise Supply Personnel  

 Recommend supply policies and procedures to ASI  

 Provide personnel during supply operation hours  

 Provide logistics support to cadet staff for cadet activities to include Drill and Color Guard 

activities  

 Maintain a neat and efficient supply area  

 Perform duties as assigned by Instructors and Squadron Commander  

 

Cadet Logistic NCOs will:  
 Report directly to Logistic NCOIC  

 Assist in maintaining continuity book  

 Assist in maintaining an inventory of on hand supplies/equipment, uniforms, and text books  

 Assist in maintaining inventory of all assigned weapons and sabers  

 Assist in maintaining inventory in the WINGS  

 Assist in accomplishing uniform, book, and accountable equipment supply actions in 

WINGS  

 Assist in developing and publishing procedures for uniform issue and replacement of items  

 Assist in distributing supplies and equipment to all functional areas  

 Assist in issuing , receiving cadet uniforms items  

 Assist in assigning uniform items in WINGS and providing WINGS generated hand receipts  

 Assist in ordering and receiving new uniforms and equipment through E-mall and validating 

supplies received  

 Provide logistical support operation hours  

 Provide logistical support to cadet staff for cadet activities to include Drill and Color Guard 

activities  

 Maintain a neat and efficient supply area  

 Perform duties as assigned by Instructors and Squadron Commander/Deputy  

 

Cadet Awareness Presentation Team (APT) POC will:  
 Report Squadron CC  

 Recruit and train APT members  

 Maintain and publish team rosters  

 Coordinate APT presentation with instructors  

 Arrange presentations with local schools  

 Recommend member for award of APT badge  

 Establish APT Goals  

 Maintain continuity book  

 Performs duties as assigned by APT NCOIC  

 Develop and present awareness briefings  

 

Cadet Kitty Hawk POC will:  
 Control all activities of squadron Kitty Hawk Air Society (KHAS)  
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 Select KHAS members to serve as tutors for cadets struggling academically with SASI/ASI 

approval  

 Encourage and recruit corps members who meet the GPA standards for membership  

 Perform all other related duties assigned by Squadron CC and instructor staff  

 

Cadet Flight Sergeants will:  

 Report directly to the Fight Advisors (if assigned) or Operations Flight CC  

 Assume Flight Advisor duties in their absence, when no other advisor is available  

 Ensure classroom procedures are followed at the beginning and end of the class period  

 Lead class in pledge and cadet creed, cadet honor code or Air Force core value as assigned   

 Take attendance and assign element leaders the task for the remaining days.  Flight Sergeant 

and Element Leaders will report results to Flight Advisor who will in return report results to 

the instructor  

 Assign cadets to reveille and retreat duties as appropriate on a rotating basis.  

 Assign cadets to flight details (i.e.  laundry detail, PT monitor, safety briefing and 

maintenance)  

 Act as logistic liaison for cadet uniform requirements and maintenance issues   

 Perform assigned duties in flight drill  

 Perform any other duties and responsibilities as appropriate upon request of the Flight 

Advisor and Instructors  

 

NOTE: Flight Sergeant will coordinate with Logistics Personnel in obtaining replacement items 

for cadets.  Flight Sergeants will not have access to logistics storage.   

 

Cadet Element Leader will:  
 Report directly to Flight Sergeant or Flight Advisor if no Flight Sergeant is assigned   

 Put out and collect name cards and other course materials prior to the start of class on their 

assigned day for taking attendance   

 Lead the class in the pledge and reciting of the cadet creed, cadet honor code or Air Force 

core values as assigned by flight advisor   

 Perform assigned duties in flight drill  

 Perform any other duties and responsibilities as appropriate upon request of the Flight 

Advisor and Instructors  

 

Cadet Guidon Bearer will:  
 Report directly to the Flight Sergeant  

 Post at the classroom entrance and monitors cadet activities to include backpacks and other 

items are properly stowed in the rear of the class   

 Advise cadets on what materials they need to retrieved from backpacks for that days lesson  

 Close the door upon the ringing of the class bell  

 Retrieve Guidon and performs Guidon Bearer responsibilities during flight drill.  Note: All 

Guidon Bearers must attend Guidon practices when scheduled.   

 

Our Corps Goals (to be copied by each cadet)  

 

1.  ________________________________________________________________________  
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2.  ________________________________________________________________________  

3.  ________________________________________________________________________  

4.  ________________________________________________________________________  

5.  ________________________________________________________________________  

6.  ________________________________________________________________________  

 

Chain of Command: The Chain of Command is a top to bottom chain of authority which also 

defines lines of communication.  Each cadet will know the chain of command and the names of 

the people assigned these positions.  Cadets should use the chain for cadet business.  An updated 

copy of the chain of command will be provided at the beginning of the course.  You can use the 

spaces below to write down the Chain of Command.   

 

President of the United States _______________________________________  

 

Secretary of Defense _______________________________________  

 

Secretary of the Air Force _______________________________________  

 

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff ________________________________________  

 

Air Force Chief of Staff ________________________________________  

 

Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force ________________________________________  

 

Air Education and Training Command Commander______________________________  

 

Air University Commander________________________________________  

 

Holm Center Commander ________________________________________  

 

AFJROTC Director________________________________________  

 

Regional Director (Region 2) ________________________________________  

 

Montgomery County Schools Superintendent______________________________________  

 

West Montgomery High School Principal ________________________________________  

 

Senior Aerospace Science Instructor ________________________________________  

 

Aerospace Science Instructor ________________________________________  
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NC-9511 Cadet Squadron Commander ________________________________________  

 

 

 

AFJROTC Cadet Creed 
 

I am an Air Force Junior ROTC Cadet. 

 

I am connected with every Corps of Cadets who served their community and nation with 

patriotism. 

 

I earn respect when I uphold the Core Values of Integrity First, Service Before Self, and 

Excellence In All We Do. 

 

I will always conduct myself to bring credit to my family, school, Corps of Cadets, community, 

and to myself. 

 

My character defines me.  I will not lie, cheat, or steal.  I am accountable for my actions and 

deeds. 

 

I will hold others accountable for their actions as well.  I will honor those I serve with, those who 

have gone before me, and those who will come after me. 

 

I am a Patriot, a Leader, and a Wingman devoted to those I lead, follow and serve. 

 

I am an Air Force Junior ROTC Cadet. 

 

 

AIR FORCE SONG 
 

Off we go into the wild blue yonder, 

 

Climbing high into the sun; 

 

Here they come zooming to meet our thunder,  

At 'em boys, Give 'er the gun! (Give 'er the gun!) 

 

Down we dive, spouting our flames from under,  

 

Off with one helluva roar! 

 

We live in fame or go down in flames.   

 

Hey! Nothing'll stop the U.S.  Air Force! 
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III.  CADET RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

Admission and Disenrollment of Cadets: To be eligible for membership in the AFJROTC 

program, a student must be enrolled in, and be actively attending, a regular course of instruction 

at West Montgomery High School, be a citizen of the United States, be of good moral character, 

and be physically able.  He/she is physically qualified for the AFJROTC program if he/she is 

qualified for the Montgomery County Schools physical education program.  A cadet may be 

dismissed or refused re-enrollment in the program for failure to maintain acceptable 

course standards, inaptitude, indifference to training, disciplinary problems, reasons 

involving undesirable traits of character, or a failure to remain enrolled in school or other 

reason as cited in AFJROTCI 36-2010.   

 

NC-9511 Hazing Policy: Students are prohibited from engaging in or encouraging any form of 

hazing, against other students.  Hazing means to subject another student to mental or physical 

injury as part of an initiation, or as a prerequisite to membership into any organized school 

group, including any society, athletic team, fraternity or sorority, or other similar group.  It is 

unlawful for any student in attendance at any school in this state to engage in hazing or to aid or 

abet any student in the commission of this offense.   

 

Cadet Responsibilities and Conduct: Each cadet must agree to abide by the rules and 

regulations of the Aerospace Science Instructors, as well as all policies of Montgomery County 

Schools.  Cadets are expected to observe correct military conduct at all times.  This includes the 

practices of saying “Yes Sir/Ma’am” and “No Sir/Ma’am” when speaking to instructors, visiting 

military personnel, and cadets of higher rank.  Also, wearing the uniform properly, completely, 

and in accordance with NC-9511 standards and striving to meet the goals of the Corps.  He/she is 

also responsible for the care and maintenance of his/her uniform and other equipment.   

 

United States Flag: The American Flag is a major symbol of our country.  As cadets we are 

expected to display the proper respect for the flag at all times.  Cadets will also ensure the colors 

are posted at the beginning of the school day and taken down at the end of the school day, and 

properly folded.  It is the responsibility of the flight sergeants to ensure that the proper courtesies 

are shown to the colors, and that they are raised and lowered each school day or as directed and 

ensure proper procedures are followed.   

 

Display of the Flag: Normally unless illuminated, the US flag will only be flown from sunrise to 

sunset.  When the flag is displayed at half-mast, it is first hoisted to the top of the staff and then 

lowered to the half-staff position.  When lowering it, it is first raised to the top of the staff and 

then lowered.  At no time will the flag be allowed to touch the ground.  After being completely 

detached from the halyards, the flag is folded properly into the shape of a triangle.  When it is 

flown with a foreign flag, it will be the same size and the flags’ flagpoles or flagstaffs will be of 

equal height.  When the flag is displayed horizontally or vertically against a wall, the union will 

be uppermost and to the observer’s left, flag’s right.  Generally the flag will be displayed flat or 

hanging free.  The flag will be placed in the position of honor, to the right of a speaker, when 

displayed on a platform, in a hall, on a stage, or on the same level as the audience.  When a 

number of flags are displayed from staffs in a row, the United States flag will be on right of the 

line, to the left of an observer facing the display.  If no foreign flags are involved, the United 
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States flag may be placed at the center of the line provided it is displayed at a higher level.  

When used on a rostrum, it will be displayed above and behind the speaker’s rostrum.  When 

bunting is used, since the flag will never be draped over the rostrum, the colors will be arranged 

blue on top, white in the middle, and red below.  No lettering or object of any kind will be placed 

on the flag, no flag or pennant flown above the flag, and the flag will not be dipped.  In a 

procession with another flag or flags, the United States will be either on the marching right, the 

flag’s own right, or if there is a line of other flags, in front of the center of the line.  It will never 

be carried flat or horizontally but always aloft and free.  The correct way to carry a staffed flag is 

to hold the staff with one or both hands in front and centered on the body with the base of the 

staff resting against the body and the staff sloping upward and forward at an angle of about 30 

degrees from the body.   

 

Customs and Courtesies given to Flag: The flag and national anthem are symbols of the 

people, their land, and institutions.  Thus, when we salute these symbols, we are saluting the 

nation.  Flags and national anthems of Canada and other friendly nations are shown the same 

respect as our own.  Flag ceremonies occur during parades, reveilles, retreats, and prior to special 

events.  Reveille starts the official day, while retreat signals the end of the official duty day.  

Most flag ceremonies will be conducted with the playing of the United States national anthem.  

All cadets will render the following courtesies:  

 When in uniform outdoors and the national anthem or “To the Colors” is played, stand at 

attention, face the flag (or direction of music), render the military salute, and hold it from the 

first note of the music until the last note.  When in civilian clothes, stand at attention, face the 

flag (or music), and place the right hand over the heart.  A male removes his hat, holds it in 

his right hand, and places his right hand over the heart.  A female places her right hand over 

her heart but does not remove her hat.   

 When attending any outdoor event and a US or foreign country flag is carried past a cadet in 

uniform, the cadet should stand at attention, face the path of the flag, render the proper salute 

six paces before the flag is even with them, and hold the salute until the flag passes six paces 

beyond them.   

 When ceremonies occur indoors and the national anthem or “To the Colors” is played, face 

the flag and assume the position of attention.  If the flag is not visible, assume the position of 

attention and face the music.  Do not salute unless under arms (carrying a rifle or wearing a 

side arm).   

 There are times when we must recited the Pledge of Allegiance.  In military formations and 

ceremonies, the Pledge of Allegiance shall not be recited.  When in uniform outdoors at 

protocol functions, social, and sporting events, which include civilian participants, cadets 

should stand at attention, remain silent, face the flag, and render the hand salute.  When in 

uniform indoors, stand at attention, remain silent, and face the flag; the hand salute is not 

rendered and reciting the pledge is optional.   
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Pledge of Allegiance: Saying the Pledge of Allegiance is a privilege in America.  This is a 

requirement all students at West Montgomery High School and especially in AFJROTC.  All 

cadets will follow these procedures: Cadets will arrive to class on time and stand beside their 

desk at the position of PARADE REST with all personal belongings (to include cell phones) 

properly secured in the back of the classroom when the tardy bell rings.  Any cadet not standing 

at PARADE REST with belongings properly secured will be Out of Order and may be written-

up in accordance with school policy for failure to follow instructions.  The Flight Sergeant or 

assigned alternate will call the flight to ATTENTION and return them to “PARADE REST”.  

Flight will be called to ATTENTION and recite the “Pledge” at the appropriate time.  After the 

“Pledge” is recited the flight will be place at PARADE REST.   

 

Rules of Courtesy and the Salute: The salute is a traditional greeting between military 

personnel.  The salute is the courteous exchange of military greeting around the world.  Military 

personnel consider the salute a respectful greeting between members, as well as one of the oldest 

traditions binding military professionals together.  The salute is deeply rooted in military history 

and gets it’s origin from when warriors raised their right arms to show that no weapon was 

present, as well as when knights raised their visors with their right hand as a sign of greeting, and 

in America when American soldiers during the revolution removed their “3-corner” hats to greet 

others and show them respect.  Saluting is a way of saying “Hello” while showing respect to 

officer’s senior in rank.  Sometimes the hand salute is rendered to honor the colors, a mark of 

respect for our country.  The way cadets execute a salute is important.  A smart salute indicates 

pride in self and corps.  A sloppy, lackadaisical salute indicates lack of confidence and pride.  

Cadets enrolled in the AFJROTC program will be taught the proper manner of saluting, as well 

as to be instructed of the background and rules, which govern its use among military services.  

Saluting occurs when cadets are walking outside while in uniform.  Cadets should develop the 

habit of carrying books or other objects with the left hand to free the right hand for saluting.  

Below are some other things to consider.  When wearing the uniform outside, and not under 

cover, cadets should salute:  

 The President.   

 All commissioned and warrant officers of United States military services and Friendly 

Foreign Nations.   

 AFJROTC instructors.  Salute when formally reporting (in office) to them even when not in 

uniform.   

 Cadet Officers senior in grade when in uniform outdoors.   

 The only West Montgomery High School outside area where salutes are not rendered is the 

during lunches outside.  All cadets will wear their proper cover to and from school on 

designated uniform days according to Air Force Instructions.   

 Cadets will not render hand salutes indoors EXCEPT when formally reporting to an 

AFJROTC instructor and during uniform inspection.   

 

IV. THE UNIFORM 

 

Appearance: Cadets in the AFJROTC program wear the official United States Air Force 

uniform.  Therefore, as an AFJROTC cadet, one must constantly strive to present a neat, clean, 

and well-groomed appearance combined with proper demeanor.  Objectionable behavior in 
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public can result in an unfavorable public reaction toward our program and those who support us, 

including the USAF.   

 

However, proper conduct, actions, and attitudes can create a beneficial public opinion, which 

will enhance the image of the cadet Corps in our community.  Always remember that cadets are 

expected to set the example for others.   

 

Proper Wear of the Uniform: Each cadet will be instructed about the uniform and is therefore 

expected to wear his/her uniform properly.  The importance of this requirement cannot be over-

emphasized since the uniform, except for the insignia, is the same as that which is worn by  

United States Air Force personnel.  The reputation of this branch of service, as a professional 

military organization, is known worldwide and has no equal.  The uniform you wear is a symbol 

of that reputation.  Wear it proudly!  

 

The AFJROTC uniform is to be worn for the entire duration of the school day.  Any 

unauthorized violation of this or any other rule is subject to disciplinary action by the Aerospace 

Science Instructors and members of the Cadet Staff.  No excuses!  

 

Uniform and Equipment Account: All uniform items are loaned to you by the United States 

Air Force and these items remain the property of the Air Force.  Other items and equipment 

(books, Chrome Books, CD, etc.) belong to West Montgomery High School.  Protecting these 

items is every cadet’s responsibility and they must be accounted for at all times.  One complete 

uniform with all the necessary accessories and insignia is issued to each cadet.  At the time a 

cadet is issued a uniform and/or equipment item, he/she is required to sign and initial a Custody 

Receipt Form.  Each item then becomes the responsibility of the cadet.  If you lose it or willfully 

or negligently destroy it, you will be required to pay for it.  It is most important that each cadet 

understand that all items issued to him/her must be returned and/or paid for before the end of the 

school year and/or his/her commencement from the program and West Montgomery High 

School.  Cadets are advised of the cost of each item; however, these costs are subject to change.  

School grades, diplomas, and AFJROTC Certificates of Completion will be withheld if a cadet 

fails to comply with the “return or pay policy.”  

 

The service dress coat, skirts, pants, ties, tabs and flight caps are to be Dry Cleaned Only.  To 

prevent paying for uniforms, books, and equipment, we encourage cadets to:  
 Practice good hygiene.  “Leave the ring in your bathtub, not your shirt collar”.   

 Do not to wash the coats in a washing machine.  They are dry clean only!  Washing these 

items will damage them.   

 Do not alter any uniform item without permission from an AFJROTC instructor.   

 Do not leave items unattended or unsecured.   

 Do not lend items to other cadets or anyone else.   

 Do not allow others to turn in accountable items for you.   

 Carry flight caps in book bag while indoors or properly tuck them under the belt.   

 Use a piece of masking tape; place their name inside their hat, service dress coat and light 

weight jacket.   

 Turn in any lost-and-found uniform items to an AFJROTC instructor.   
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 Return to the ASI all uniform items that become worn or otherwise unserviceable.  If 

unserviceable due to normal wear and tear, the item will be replaced at no cost.  If a uniform 

item does not fit properly, coordinate with the instructor to have the uniform re-fitted.   

 

General Rules Concerning the Uniform: The AFJROTC cadet uniform is, with certain 

exceptions, the same worn by active duty Air Force members.  Proper wear and maintenance of 

the uniform by cadets is closely scrutinized.  Wear it proudly and correctly!  Cadets must keep 

the uniform clean, neat, and in good condition at all times, with badges, ribbons, insignia, and 

other metallic devices properly maintained.   

 

Jewelry: While in uniform, you may wear a wristwatch and rings, but no more than three rings 

at any one time.  You may wear one bracelet if it is neat and conservative.  However, the bracelet 

must not detract from military image, must not be wider than one-half inch, and must not subject 

anyone to potential injury.  You may not wear ornaments on your head or around your neck.  

Thumb rings are not allowed in uniform.  Colored bracelets that support a cause are also not 

allowed.  Female cadets in uniform may wear earrings if the earrings are conservative and kept 

within sensible limits.  For example, you may wear one small spherical (diamond, gold, white 

pearl, or silver) pierced or clip earring on each earlobe.  The earring worn in each earlobe must 

match.  Earrings should fit tightly without extending below the earlobes, unless they are clip 

earrings.  Male cadets in uniform may not wear earrings.   

 

Eyeglasses or Sunglasses: If you wear glasses, they must not have any ornaments on the frames 

or lenses.  Eyeglass lenses that are conservative, clear, slightly tinted, or have photosensitive 

lenses may be worn in uniform while indoors or while in military formation.  When outdoors and 

in uniform, sunglasses and eyeglasses must have lenses and frames that are conservative; faddish 

or mirrored lenses are prohibited.  Sunglasses are not allowed while in a military formation.  

Neither eyeglasses nor sunglasses can be worn around the neck while in uniform.  Never place 

any articles, particularly the flight caps, under the shoulder straps of the raincoat or blue shirt.  

Hands, as well as all bulky objects, should be kept out of the pockets and all flaps are to be 

buttoned.   

 

Body Piercing: Cadets in uniform are not allowed to attach or display objects, articles, jewelry, 

or ornamentation to or through the ear, nose, tongue, or any exposed body part (including 

anything that might be visible through the uniform).  Female cadets in uniform, however, are 

allowed to wear one pair of conservative earrings, pierced (no hoops or dangling) or clip style, in 

their earlobes.   

 

Tattoos or Brands: Whether you are in or out of uniform, tattoos or brands anywhere on the 

body are not allowed if they are obscene or if they advocate sexual, racial, ethnic, or religious 

discrimination.  Tattoos or brands that might harm good order and discipline or bring discredit 

upon the Air Force are also barred, whether you are in or out of uniform.   

 

Excessive tattoos or brands, even though they do not violate the prohibitions in the above 

paragraph, will not be exposed or visible (including visible through the uniform) while in 

uniform.  Excessive is defined as any tattoo or brands that exceed one-quarter of the exposed 
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body part, and those above the collarbone and readily visible when wearing an open collar 

uniform. 

 

At the end end of the school year, all must have the entire uniform dry cleaned and returned 

promptly in the dry cleaning bag with the receipt attached.  Otherwise you will be required to 

pay a $15 fee to cover the cost of dry cleaning.   

 

Uniform Wear Standards.  Cadets will wear the uniform as prescribed in AFI 36-2903, 36-

2010, the AFJROTC Uniform and Awards Guide, and this handbook.  The SASI will prescribe 

the uniform to be worn when participating in AFJROTC sponsored activities.   

 

Religious Items.  Religious items will not be worn with any AFJROTC uniform unless written 

permission is granted by the SASI, the school principal, and HQ AFJROTC.  A letter of approval 

must also be obtained by the leader of the cadet’s faith to ensure that apparel is in keeping with 

doctrinal or traditional observances of the cadet’s of his/her duties.   

 

Religious Headgear.  Religious headgear may be worn indoors upon the approval of the SASI, 

school principal, and HQ AFJROTC.  Religious headgear may be worn outdoors so long as it is 

not visible (i.e.  the standard issue Air Force cover must conceal any religious headgear).   

 

Uniform and Grooming Requirements for Male Cadets: Male cadets are expected to be 

clean-shaven.  Mustaches are permitted, as long as the following standards are met each week: 

Mustaches will not extend below the line of the upper lip and may not be worn sideways beyond 

a vertical line drawn upward from the corner of the mouth.  They must be neat and trimmed at all 

times.  Beards and goatees are not permitted.   

 

Hair is to be clean, neatly trimmed, and representative of a well-groomed appearance.  Box cuts 

are authorized for the back of the head.  However, hair will not touch the collar of the uniform 

and will not rest on the ears.  Hair in the front must be trimmed so that it does not fall below the 

eyebrows.  Eyebrows may be trimmed, however they are not to be altered such as having lines 

cut into them.  If a cadet decides to wear sideburns, they will not extend beyond the lower part of 

the inner ear, will not be more than one and one-half inches wide, and will end with a cleanly 

shaved, horizontal line.  Sideburns must be neatly trimmed at all times.  Braided hair and fad 

haircuts will not be permitted, most especially any odd coloring.  Hair must not contain large 

amounts of grooming aids such as greasy creams, oils, and sprays that remain visible in the hair.  

Hair should not exceed 1 1⁄4 inch in bulk regardless of the length.  Bulk is the distance that the 

hair projects from the scalp when groomed (as opposed to length of the hair).  The bulk and 

length of your hair must not interfere with wearing any Air Force headgear properly, and it must 

not protrude below the front band of the headgear.  Your hair must have a tapered appearance on 

both sides and back, both with and without headgear.  A tapered appearance means that, when 

viewed from any angle, the outline of the hair on the side and back will generally match the 

shape of the skull, curving inward to the end point.  Hair may not contain or have attached to it 

any visible foreign items.  If you dye your hair, it should look natural.  You may not dye your 

hair an unusual color or one that contrasts with your natural coloring.  No extreme of faddish hair 

styles are allowed.  Cadets are not authorized to have “zig zags” or other faddish styles.  Hair 

may not protrude below the front band of properly worn headgear.   
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Flight cap is worn with the front crease pointing towards the lower center of the forehead, two 

finger-widths above the right eyebrow.  The cap should be placed firmly on the head, but not 

pulled tightly.  If worn in the correct manner, the crest will fully extend without a protruding tip 

at the back.  If the cap does not fit in this manner, the hat is either too large or too small and 

should be exchanged immediately.  The fight cap will be worn outdoors at all times, but only 

indoors when handling a weapon.  When not being worn, the cap may be carried under one’s belt 

(on the left side, pins facing out for officers) or be left in a locker.   

 

Belt is threaded through the loops to your left (or, right female).  When buckled, only the metal 

on the tip of the belt should show outside of the buckle.  The adjustable clamp allows the length 

to be changed and permits a proper fit.   

 

Shoes will be those issued with the uniform.  They will be laced to the top and shined to a high 

gloss at all times.  The socks will be black and have no patterns or designs on them - no other 

socks are authorized (no ankle socks).   
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Short sleeve blue shirt is worn with the collar open or with tie.  The shirttail is pulled down into 

the trousers tightly and tucked-in at the sides to make it nearly form-fitting.  The only creases on 

the shirt are down the sleeves.  Pen and/or pencils will not be carried in the pockets.   

 

Long sleeve blue Shirt (if issued) is worn with a tie.  The shirttail is pulled down into the 

trousers tightly and tucked-in at the sides to make it nearly form fitting.  The only creases on the 

shirt are down the sleeves.  Pen and/or pencils will not be carried in the pockets.   

 

Blue trousers/pants must be dry-cleaned and pressed.  The bottom of the legs will touch the 

shoes in a manner to cause a slight break in the crease.  Cadets are not authorized to alter the 

uniform.  The rear pocket will be buttoned at all times and articles carried will not be visible.  

The zipper tab will be pressed down to permit the fly to be closed neatly.  These small details are 

the marks of a well-groomed cadet.  Bulky objects should not be carried in the pockets.   

“Gig Line” is formed by the shirt buttons, the belt buckle, and the fly of the trousers.  These 

should be checked frequently during the day to keep them in line.   

 

Service Coat can be worn throughout the year, and is mandatory at all formal events, such as the 

AJROTC Ball, Drill Competitions and Dining Outs.  The Service Dress must be worn with the 

issued tie.   

 

Nametags and ropes will be worn on the blue shirt under the Service Coat.  The inside pockets 

are used to carry small, flat items.  The Service Coat may be removed in the classroom after 

gaining permission from the instructor to do so.  If the jacket is removed, it will be carefully 

draped over the back of the chair.  The tie will not be removed or loosened.  The Service Coat 

will be donned and buttoned back up before exiting the classroom.  The Service Coat must be 

dry-cleaned when it becomes soiled or wrinkled.   

 

Lightweight blue jacket (blue jacket) may be worn indoors or outdoors and must be zipped at 

least halfway.  It is not authorized to be worn with civilian clothes.  Women may wear the male 

version of the lightweight blue jacket.   

 

 

Uniform and Grooming Requirements for Female Cadets: Female cadets are not required to 

cut their hair upon entering the AFJROTC program.  However, certain criteria must be met 

while wearing the uniform: The hair will be clean and neatly styled to present an attractive 

feminine appearance.  Braids, twists, and high buns will work well on uniform days.  If a cadet 

chooses to wear bangs, they must be curled or cut so that they do not rest below the eyebrows.  

Hair ornaments (elastic ties, bobby pins, combs, and barrettes) of a color similar to the 

individual’s hair color may be worn, but they should show as little as possible.  Ribbons, 

hairnets, "scrunches", "claws", etc.  will not be worn with the uniform.  The hair should be styled 

to permit the proper wear of all Air Force headgear.  Bangs should not protrude from under the 

hat.  Hair cannot be two toned and must present a natural appearance (i.e.  no pink, purple etc).  

Check with Aerospace Science Instructors for clarity.  Hair should not be more than 3 inches in 

bulk.  Female cadets are permitted to wear certain jewelry with the uniform.  One pair of 

earrings may be worn if they are small silver, gold, diamond, or pearl balls.  No dangling or 

hoop ear rings are permitted.  Dog tags and no more than three rings are permitted.  Other 
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necklaces, bracelets, etc.  are not to be worn with the uniform.  Necklaces are to be worn under 

the shirt and not visible.   

 

 
 

Flight cap is worn with the front crease starting in the middle of the forehead and extending 

back to the middle of the back of the head.  The cap should be placed firmly on the head, but not 

pulled tightly.  If worn in this manner, the hat will be in a “V” at the top.  If the cap does not fit 

in this manner, the hat is either too large or too small and should be exchanged immediately.  It 

is suggested that one select a cap that is a half size to a size larger than necessary to 

accommodate various hairstyles.  The flight cap will be worn outdoors at all times, but only 

indoors when handling a weapon.  When not being worn, the cap may be carried under one’s belt 

(on the left side, with the pins facing outward for officers) or be left in a locker.   

 

Shoes Women’s shoes will be issued with the uniform.  These are to be laced to the top and tied 

tightly.  Black pumps may be purchased at the expense of the cadet with prior approval from the 

Aerospace Science Instructors.  The heels should not be excessively high (not more than 2/ ½ 

inches measured from inside the heel).  All shoes are to be polished to a high shine at all times 

and kept in good repair.   

 

Short sleeve blue shirt is to be worn with the collar open or with the neck tab.  It must be tucked 

in to the pants or skirt.  The only creases in the shirt should be down the sleeves.   
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Long sleeve blue shirt (if issued) is to be worn with the tie tab.  It must be tucked in to the pants 

or skirt.  The only creases in the shirt should be down the sleeves.   

 

Slacks/ pants will touch the shoes in a manner as not to cause a break in the crease.  Permission 

is not necessary to shorten the pants, but hemming must be done at the expense of the cadet.  

Cuffs are not permitted on military pants.  The zipper tab should be pressed down to allow the 

fly to be closed neatly.  The female belt is backwards to the male belt.  It is inserted into the right 

side of the pants and continues around the waist to the left hand side.  Bulky objects should not 

be carried in the pockets.   

 

Skirt (if issued) The length of the skirt may not vary beyond the top and bottom of the kneecap.  

Skirt should fit smoothly, should hang naturally, and must not be excessively tight.  You must 

wear hosiery with the skirt.  Choose a sheer nylon in a neutral dark brown, black, off-black, or 

dark blue shade that compliments the uniform and your skin tone.   

 

Service Coat can be worn throughout the year, and is mandatory at all formal events, such as 

Drill Competitions and Dining Out.  It is worn over the short sleeve shirt with the neck tab.  

Nametags and ropes will be worn on the blue shirt under the Service Coat.  The Service Coat 

may be removed in the classroom after gaining permission from the instructor to do so.  This will 

be done only when it is uncomfortably warm.  If the jacket is removed, it will be carefully draped 

over the back of the chair.  The neck tab will not be removed.  The jacket will be donned and 

buttoned up properly before exiting the classroom.   

 

Lightweight blue jacket may be worn indoors or outdoors and must be zipped at least halfway.  

The jacket is not authorized to be worn with civilian clothes.  Women may wear the male version 

of the lightweight blue jacket.   

 

Uniform Wear Policy: Uniform will be worn on designated uniform days (usually 

Wednesdays).  Only the SASI or ASI may grant exceptions to this policy.  All cadets will wear 

the uniform the entire school day.  Students involved in work-study may request a waiver to the 

uniform wear policy from the SASI or wear the uniform as required.  Cadets attending 

Vocational or Physical Education class during first block may come to school in civilian clothing 

and change into uniform at the end of first block.  The uniform must be worn the remainder of 

the school day.  Cadets will be inspected on uniform wear and personal appearance every week 

unless otherwise directed.  Each cadet will ensure that the uniform is ready for inspection on the 

designated uniform day or for other mandatory uniform formations.  Planning ahead is the key.  

We suggest cadets assemble the uniform and polish shoes the night before.  If a cadet knows they 

will be absent on uniform day, they should arrange to wear the uniform the day prior.  

Communication is key.  Cadets assigned to In School Suspension (ISS) will not be allowed to 

wear their uniform while assigned to ISS.  They will be required to wear the uniform the day 

they return to class to receive grade.  If not worn and/or they fail to contact the instructor they 

will receive a zero for their uniform inspection.  (Note: As a general rule Cadets should never 

be in ISS/OSS if they are abiding by the Air Force Core Values, Cadet Honor Code and Cadet 

Creed).  Any cadet unable to be fit and issued a uniform, cadets awaiting a special order uniform, 

and pregnant cadets who are no longer able to wear their issued uniform, will “dress up” in 
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apparel suitable for church services or other semiformal activities on scheduled uniform days.  

The instructor staff will make this determination.   

 

Excused Uniform Wear.  If a cadet has an excused absent the entire week, Monday through 

Friday, the cadet may be excused from uniform wear for that week as deemed appropriate by the 

instructor staff.   

 

Uniform Wear Make-Up Policies.  Cadets not wearing the uniform on designated days will 

receive a grade of zero unless otherwise approved by the SASI/ASI.  If a cadet has an absent on 

uniform day, the cadet must make up the missed uniform wear on the first day back in school.  

Failure to make up the missed uniform day on the next day back in school will result in a zero 

unless approved by the SASI/ASI.  Cadets will wear the uniform for the entire school day and 

must have the SASI/ASI inspect them to receive uniform credit.  Failure to wear the uniform as 

directed will seriously jeopardize the course grade.  The SASI may recommend disenrollment 

after three failures to wear the uniform during any grading period.  Failure to wear the uniform 

three or more times during any grading period may result in a failing grade!  

 

Uniform and Civilian Clothing.  Cadets will not mix uniform and civilian clothing without the 

expressed permission of the SASI.  If due to medical conditions a cadet is unable to wear the 

uniform or any uniform item, they must present medical documentation to the SASI to receive a 

waiver.  Additionally, do not mix any portions of the Physical Training uniform with any 

uniform items.   

 

Prohibited Activities While Wearing the Uniform.  As a rule hitchhiking, smoking, illegal 

actions, performing hard labor, engaging in sports and participation in demonstrations or doing 

anything that would degrade the uniform is not permitted while wearing the uniform.  Further, 

questionable behavior in school or in public while wearing the uniform creates an unfavorable 

impression of the AFJROTC program, West Montgomery High School, and the Air Force.  

Conversely, proper conduct and pride reflects favorably upon the cadet wearing the uniform and 

enhances the Corps’ image throughout the community.  Thus, wear the uniform PROUDLY and 

constantly strive to present a neat, clean, and well-groomed appearance at all times.   

 

Buttons.  Replace buttons promptly.  Buttons on the service dress are oxidized silver, as are 

most of the insignia.   

 

Uniform Strings.  Trim loose strings (“cables”) and frayed seams on the uniform.  Do not try to 

pull or tear them off.   

 

Jewelry.  Necklaces, pendants, and other visible adornments are prohibited.  Necklaces and 

pendants may be worn if concealed.   

 

Ribbons and Medals.  All authorized ribbons must be worn when in Service Dress.  Ribbons 

are optional on other uniform combinations, but wear is encouraged.  Ensure they do not become 

soiled, frayed or worn; replacement ribbons and devices must be purchased by the cadet.  Cadets 

may wear ribbons earned while enrolled in other JROTC programs.  Five Civil Air Patrol (CAP) 

ribbons, General Spaatz, Amelia Earhart, General Mitchell, General Curry, and General Eaker 
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awards may also be worn.  Normal order of wear is AFJROTC, CAP, and then other service 

JROTC ribbons Squadron by service and by year achieved.  Medals and ribbons will not 

routinely be worn together.  However, the SASI authorizes the simultaneous wear of ribbons 

regular sized medals on the service dress or semi-formal dress uniform for special occasions such 

as Dining-Ins/Outs and the Cadet Ball, picture day, etc.  When worn together, the top row of 

medals will be positioned ½ inch below the bottom row of ribbons.   

 

Vocational/Physical Education Dress-Out Policy.  Vocational/Physical Education teachers 

will determine whether cadets in uniform are excused from dressing-out for their class on 

AFJROTC uniform day.  When necessary, cadets will change into proper PE clothing at the 

beginning of their class and change back into their uniform at the end of the class.  Cadets 

attending Vocational/Physical Education class during fourth block may change into appropriate 

clothing at the beginning of fourth block and are excused from changing back into their uniform.   

 

Smoking and Portable Music Players.  Smoking or use of any tobacco product (to include e-

cigarettes) and wearing headphones are prohibited while in uniform.  Wear headphones as part of 

a course activity where use is required is authorized.  Wear of headphones while traveling (on a 

bus) during CIA trips may be permitted.   

 

Umbrellas.  Optional, commercial, plain solid dark blue or black without ornamentation or 

design is authorized when weather conditions dictate their use.   

 

Knit Cap.  Plain black watch caps are authorized during cold weather conditions.  May not 

contain any attachments.   

 

Earmuffs.  Optional, commercial, plain solid dark blue, black, or gray of any material and 

without ornamentation or design is authorized when weather conditions warrant their use.  May 

only be worn outdoors while wearing other authorized outer garments.   

 

Gloves or Mittens.  Optional, commercial, plain solid black gloves without ornamentation or 

design is authorized when weather conditions warrant their use.  May only be worn outdoors 

while wearing other authorized outer garments.   

 

Physical Training Uniform.  The Official AF PT Uniform will be provided, athletic/running 

shoes must be worn.  Wear of the Air Force PT uniform is required during physical training.  

Failing to wear the PT uniform or proper shoes will result in a reduced grade.  Cadets failing to 

participate in PT activities will also receive a zero for uniform wear unless excused by doctor.  

Cadets who are not able to fit the uniform properly may be permitted to wear alternate PT 

clothing as approved by the instructor staff.  The AF PT uniform is an official AF uniform 

and should be worn as such.  The T- shirt must be tucked in.   

 

ABU NOTES: ABUs may be worn only with the garrison ABU cap and sage green boots.  ABU 

pants must always be properly bloused over the sage green boots.  ABUs will not be worn with a 

shoulder cord or ascots.   

 

* Enlisted Ranks will have no hat insignia on the flight cap  
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Note: Cadets may wear the rank on both coat and shirt at the same time or only on the coat.  

Cadets must be in proper uniform at all times.  If they have the coat on, the rank insignia must be 

on the coat.  If they remove the coat, the rank must be on the shirt.   
1.  Awareness Presentation Team (APT) badge: Center on welt pocket 3 inches below the top.   

2.  Name tag: Center between arm seam and lapel with bottom edge parallel to top of welt pocket  

3.  Kitty Hawk Badge.   

4.  Unit patch: Placed ½ to 1 inch below shoulder seam and centered.   

5.  Shoulder tabs: Center between unit patch and shoulder seam.  If no patch, then 1 inch below 

shoulder seam.   

6.  Aerospace Education Foundation (AEF) Badge.   

7.  Distinguished Cadet Badge.   

8.  Grade insignia (officer or enlisted) worn on both lapels.  Place insignia halfway up the seam, 

resting on but not over it.  Bottom of insignia is horizontal with the ground.  *(The lapel insignia 

(eagle’s non-chrome) will no longer be worn on the lapels by Airmen Basics.)  

9.  AFJROTC Patch: Placed ½ to 1 inch below shoulder seam, and centered.   

10.  Flight Solo or Flight Certificate Badge.   

11.  Ground School Badge.   

12.  Ribbons: Center, on but not over edge of pocket.  Wear 3 or 4 in a row.  Wear all or some.   

13.  Academy of Model Aeronautic Wings: worn 1 inch below pocket.   

14.  Model Rocketry Badge: worn 2 inches below AMA Wings or 3 inches below pocket if no 

AMA Wings are worn.   

15.  First badge placed ½ inch above name tag or ribbons and is centered horizontally.  

Additional badges placed ½ inch above previous badge.   

 

1.  Awareness Presentation Team (APT) and Model Rocketry Badge are centered on the pockets 

on the appropriate sides as displayed above.   
2.  Name tag: authorized for wear and is to be grounded and centered over wearer’s right pocket.   
3.  Unit patch: center ½ to 1 inch below shoulder seam.   

4.  Kitty Hawk Badge.   

5.  Aerospace Education Foundation (AEF) Badge.   

6.  Distinguished Cadet Badge.   
7.  Grade insignia (officer or enlisted) worn on both left and right collar, centered side to side and 

top to bottom.  Enlisted rank’s bottom point of torch points toward the point of the collar.  

Officer top point of rank aligned with point of collar.  Airman Basics have no insignia of any 

kind on the collar.   
8.  (Officers only) When using officer cloth rank on epaulets versus miniature metal rank on 

collar, place as close as possible to shoulder seam.   
9.  Flight Solo or Flight Certificate Badge.   
10.  Ground School Badge.   

11.  Academy of Model Aeronautic (AMA) Wings.   

12.  AFJROTC Patch: center ½ to 1 inch below shoulder seam.   

13.  Ribbons: ground and center on pocket.   

14.  First badge placed ½ inch above name tag or ribbons and is centered horizontally.  

Additional badges placed ½ inch above previous badge.   
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Note: Cadets may wear the rank on both coat and shirt at the same time or only on the coat.  The 

cadets must be in proper uniform at all times.  If they have the coat on, the rank insignia must be 

on the coat.  If they remove the coat, the rank must be on the shirt.   

 

1.  Name tag: authorized for wear and is to be centered on right side, even with to 1 1/2 inches 

higher or lower than the first exposed button.   
2.  Awareness Presentation Team Badge.   

3.  Unit patch: center ½ to 1 inch below shoulder seam.   

4.  Kitty Hawk Badge.   

5.  Aerospace Education Foundation (AEF) Badge.   
6.  Distinguished Cadet Badge.   

7.  Grade insignia (officer or enlisted) worn on both left and right collar, centered side to side and 

top to bottom.  Enlisted rank’s bottom point of torch points toward the point of the collar.  

Officer top point of rank aligned with point of collar.  Airman Basics have no insignia of any 

kind on the collar.   
8.  (Officers only) When using officer cloth rank on epaulets versus miniature metal rank on 

collar, place as close as possible to shoulder seam.   
9.  Flight Solo or Flight Certificate Badge.   

10.  Ground School Badge.   

11.  Academy of Model Aeronautic (AMA) Wings.   

12.  AFJROTC Patch: center ½ to 1 inch below shoulder seam.   

13.  Model Rocketry Badge.   
14.  Ribbons: Center, parallel with ground.  Align with bottom of name tag.  Or, if no name tag, 

align bottom of ribbons even with to 1 ½ inches higher or lower than the first exposed button.   
15.  First badge placed ½ inch above name tag or ribbons (whichever is appropriate) and is 

centered horizontally.  Additional badges placed ½ inch above previous badge.   

 

1.  Name tag: authorized for wear and is to be centered on right side, even with to 1 1/2 inches 

higher or lower than the first exposed button.   

2.  Awareness Presentation Team Badge.   

3.  Unit patch: center ½ to 1 inch below shoulder seam.   

4.  Kitty Hawk Badge.   

5.  Aerospace Education Foundation (AEF) Badge.   

6.  Distinguished Cadet Badge.   

7.  Grade insignia (officer or enlisted) worn on both lapels.  Place insignia halfway up the seam, 

resting on but not over it.  Bottom of insignia is horizontal with the ground.  

8.  Flight Solo or Flight Certificate Badge.   

9.  Ground School Badge.   

10.  AFJROTC Patch: center ½ to 1 inch below shoulder seam.   

11.  Academy of Model Aeronautic (AMA) Wings.   

12.  Model Rocketry Badge.   

13.  Ribbons: center ribbons resting on but not over edge of welt pocket.  Wear 3 or 4 in a row.  

Wear all ribbons on Service Coat.  

14.  First badge placed ½ inch above name tag or ribbons (whichever is appropriate) and is 

centered horizontally.  Additional badges placed ½ inch above previous badge.   
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1.  (Officers only) When placing rank on epaulet instead of collar, use standard size metal rank, 

center on epaulet 5/8 in from shoulder seam.   
2.  Unit patch on right sleeve ½ to 1 inch below shoulder seam and centered.   

3.  Grade insignia (officer and enlisted) is worn on both left and right collar.  Airman Basic has 

no collar insignia.   
4.  Optional item: center vertically between the shoulder seam and where the underarm side seam 

joins the armhole sleeve and center horizontally between the center zipper and the sleeve 

armhole seam.   
5.  AFJROTC patch on left sleeve ½ to 1 inch below shoulder seam and centered.   

6.  Jacket will be closed to at least the halfway point.   
7.  Center insignia horizontally on collar.  Place 1 inch from the bottom of collar and parallel to 

the outer edge of the collar.   

 
V.  AWARDS, DECORATIONS, RIBBONS AND BADGES 

 

AFJROTC Awards are authorized by Air Force JROTC Guide and presented to cadets based on 

established criteria.  Proper advanced publicity will be arranged so that families of recipients can 

be present to attend the ceremony.   

 

AFJROTC Ribbons are worn centered above the left breast pocket of the uniform in accordance 

with AFI-36-2903.  When a cadet meets the requirements for a ribbon, the Personnel Office will 

publish orders for that ribbon.  No ribbons are permitted to be worn without the proper orders! 

Bronze or silver clusters will be given for multiple times received.   

 

National Awards are presented to cadets selected by the Aerospace Science Instructors and 

approved by the individual’s principal.  Awards and decorations are made available by the 

awarding agency and are awarded at the Annual Superintendent’s Review.   

 

Cadet Awards.  The SASI and ASI confer on cadets to receive AFROTC sponsored awards and 

AFJROTC cadet awards.  The following are awards which can be earned by cadet in the 

AFJROTC program.  There are local as well as national level awards.  AFJROTC cadet award 

ribbons are shown in ribbon chart provided in the order of importance and wear.   

 

Outstanding Cadet(s) of the Flight Award. This award program promotes personal excellence 

and teamwork within individual flights each quarter.  The SASI and ASI may designate one 

outstanding cadet (AS-I through AS-IV) in each flight following each grade reporting cycle.  The 

award is based on the “whole person” concept, which includes academic excellence; teamwork; 

cooperation with flight leader and instructors; uniform wear and personal appearance excellence; 

school, community, and corps involvement; and conduct.  All outstanding cadets will receive a 

certificate of recognition; maximum publicity in school, community, and Corps publications; a 

parental notification and or other accolades as appropriate by the instructor team.   

 

Outstanding Flight Award. Recognizes the flight that works as a team to excel in AFJROTC 

ideals, academics, uniform wear and personal appearance, and drill competition.  The overall 

conduct, uniform wear and personal appearance, and participation in fund raising, community 

service activities will be averaged for all flight members.  The SASI and ASI will select the 
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honor flight at the end of each semester and prior to the annual awards ceremony in the spring.  

Every member of the flight who is in good standing will receive the outstanding flight ribbon.   

 

Gold Valor Award.  Awards consist of a medal, ribbon, and certificate.  The Gold Valor Award 

recognizes the most outstanding voluntary acts of self-sacrifice and personal bravery by a cadet 

involving conspicuous risk of life above and beyond the call of duty  

 

Silver Valor Award.  Awards consist of a medal, ribbon, and certificate.  The Silver Valor 

Award is awarded to a cadet for a voluntary act of heroism which does not meet the risk-of-life 

requirements of the Gold Valor Award.   

Cadet Humanitarian Award.  Award consists of a ribbon and certificate.  It is intended to 

recognize cadets who provide aid in response to a singular extraordinary event such as a natural 

disaster or other catastrophe that has placed or has the potential to place a hardship on their 

fellow citizens.  This award is not to be used to recognize day-to-day service in the community.   

 

Distinguished Unit Award (DUA).  Awarded to cadets enrolled during the academic year when 

a unit is selected by HQ AFJROTC to receive the DUA.   

 

Outstanding Organization Award.  Awarded to cadets enrolled during the academic year when 

a unit is selected by HQ AFJROTC to receive the OOA.   

 

Outstanding Flight Ribbon.  Awarded each academic term to members of the outstanding flight 

under criteria determined by the SASI.   

 

Top Performer Award.  The Cadet Top Performer Award is a Headquarters, AFJROTC award 

presented to a maximum of 2% of the current unit cadet corps population (unduplicated 

headcount).  All currently enrolled cadets may be considered.  Specific consideration should be 

given to cadets not previously recognized for superior performance.  The award will recognize a 

cadet’s performance in the following key areas: Leadership and job performance: in primary 

duty and specifically in preparation for the unit’s annual assessment.  Leadership qualities: 

involvement and positions held in extracurricular activities.  Academic performance: nominee 

must be in good academic standing in all high school course work.  Significant self-

improvement.  Community involvement.  Other accomplishments.  The award consists of a 

certificate and a ribbon.  The ribbon may be worn for the duration of a cadet’s tenure in 

AFJROTC.   

 

Outstanding Cadet Ribbon.  Awarded annually at the SASI’s discretion to the outstanding 

first-year, second-year, third-year, and fourth-year cadet.  The recipient from each class must be 

of high moral character, demonstrate positive personal attributes, display outstanding military 

potential, and attain academic and military excellence.   

 

Leadership Ribbon.  Awarded at the SASI’s discretion for outstanding performance in a 

position of leadership as an AFJROTC cadet in corps training activities.  Ensure recognition of 

cadets who have consistently displayed outstanding leadership ability above and beyond 

expected performance.   
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Leadership School Ribbon.  Awarded for completion of an approved leadership school 

program of at least 5 days duration.  For each additional Leadership School completion 

additional bronze star will be awarded.  Silver star will be awarded for outstanding performance 

or leadership ability at a Leadership School instead of the Bronze Star.  Limit the Silver star to 

10 percent of the class.   

 

Achievement Ribbon.  Awarded for a significant achievement as deemed appropriate by the 

SASI.  Individuals may not receive more than one ribbon during a 1-year period.   

 

Superior Performance Ribbon.  Awarded annually at the SASI’s discretion for outstanding 

achievement or meritorious service rendered specifically on behalf of AFJROTC.  Present the 

ribbon for a single or sustained performance of a superior nature.  Ensure award is presented in 

recognition of achievements and services which are clearly outstanding and exceptional when 

compared to achievements and accomplishments of other cadets.   

 

Academic Ribbon.  Awarded for academic excellence as signified by attaining an overall grade 

point average of at least “B” for one academic term, in addition to an “A” average in AFJROTC.   

 

Special Teams Competition Ribbon.  Awarded to team members for placing 1st, 2nd or 3rd in 

an Air Force or Joint Service Competition to include Color Guard Teams, Rifle Teams, Drill 

Teams, Saber Teams, Academic Bowl Teams, Cyber Patriot, etc.   

 

Drill Team Ribbon.  Participate in 75% of all schedule drill team practices and events.  An oak 

leaf cluster should be added to this ribbon for each year of qualifying membership beginning 

with the second year.   

 

Color Guard Ribbon.  Participate in 75% of all schedule color guard practices within the 

semester assigned and participate in at least 5 schedule color guard events.  An oak leaf cluster 

should be added to this ribbon for each year of qualifying membership beginning with the second 

year.  Instructors may allow color guard performances outside of the semester to count towards 

the 5 required events to qualify for Color Guard Ribbon  

 

Co-curricular Activities Leadership Ribbon.  Awarded at the SASI’s discretion for leadership 

in AFJROTC co-curricular activities (such as dining-in chairperson, military ball chairperson, 

etc.).  The recipient must have demonstrated exceptional leadership in achieving objectives 

through the coordinated efforts of others.  This award may be earned a maximum of four times.  

An oak leaf cluster should be added to this ribbon for each additional award.   

 

Good Conduct Ribbon.  Cadet must not have served in school or out of school suspension; 

received writes ups by school staff or demonstrated behavior and/or misconducted which is 

deemed inappropriate to the degree the it brings discredit to the AFJROTC program, self or 

school.  The SASI makes determination as to what is deemed inappropriate and will determine 

status of the award.   

 

Service Ribbon.  Awarded at the SASI’s discretion for distinctive performance in school, 

community, or AFJROTC service projects.  Limited to members whose actively participate in 
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community service projects which contribute significantly to the goals of the organization.  Must 

participate in at least 3 AFJROTC sponsored community service projects of which 2 must vary 

in type and scope.  SASI may award service credit for non AFJROTC events as deemed 

appropriate.  Hours awarded are at the discretion of the SASI.* Participation in Drill Teams, 

Saber Teams or Color Guard Teams does not qualify for the Service Ribbon (see above 

criteria for Color Guard/Drill Team/special teams Ribbon).   

 

Health and Wellness Ribbon.  Awarded by the SASI for participation in the health and 

wellness physical fitness program.  All cadets who participate in the wellness program will 

receive the Health and Wellness Ribbon.  Cadets who fail to participate in Health and Wellness 

may have their ribbon withheld.   

 

Recruiting Ribbon.  Awarded for outstanding effort in support of unit recruiting activities.  

Enroll at least 2 qualified students to the AFJROTC program.  Credit bill be given after 

successful enrollment in the program.  Students must not have been previously enrolled.   

 

Attendance Ribbon.  Awarded to cadets who maintain an excellent attendance record during the 

semester in which they are enrolled.  Cadet may not have more than 5 absences in the semester 

or any time spent in ISS or OSS.   

 

Dress and Appearance Ribbon.  Wear uniform on all designated uniform days, conform with 

all AFJROTC dress and appearance standards, and 90% uniform grade average for the semester.   

 

Longevity Ribbon.  Awarded for completion of each AS year.   
 

National Awards: The following are national level awards cadet may earn:  

 

Air Force Association (AFA) Award.  This AFA-sponsored award consists of a medal and 

ribbon and is presented annually at each unit to the outstanding second-year (in a 3-year 

program) or third-year cadet (in a 4-year program).  The award recipient must possess/meet the 

following personal characteristics and eligibility criteria:  

 Positive attitude (toward AFJROTC and school).   

 Outstanding personal appearance (uniform and grooming).   

 Display personal attributes such as initiative, judgment, and self-confidence.   

 Courteous demeanor (promptness, obedience, and respect for customs).   

 

Daedalian Award.  The Order of Daedalians is a fraternity of commissioned pilots from all 

military services.  It is named after the legendary figure, Daedalus, and was organized by WWI 

military pilots who sought to perpetuate the spirit of patriotism, love of country, and the high 

ideals of self-sacrifice which place service to the nation above personal safety and position.  This 

award is offered to encourage the development of these traits in cadets and to interest them in a 

military career.  The medal is fashioned after an ancient Grecian plaque discovered by a 

Daedalian in the village of Lavadia, Greece and depicts Daedalus and his son Icarus fabricating 

their legendary wings of wax and feathers.  The award also includes a ribbon.  This annual award 

recognizes one outstanding third-year cadet at each unit that meets the following criteria:  
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 Demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of patriotism, love of country, and service to 

the nation.   

 Indicate the potential and desire to pursue a military career.   

 Rank in the top 10% of their AS class.   

 Rank in the top 20% of their school class.   

 

American Legion Scholastic Award.  This award consists of a bronze medal accompanied by a 

ribbon with a distinctive miniature attachment depicting a scholastic scroll.  This award is 

presented annually to one second- or third-year cadet (in a 3-year program) or a third- or fourth-

year cadet (in a 4-year program) based on the cadet’s overall scholastic achievements.  Each 

cadet must:  

 Rank in the top 10% of the high school class.   

 Rank in the top 25% of their AS class.   

 Demonstrate leadership qualities.   

 Actively participate in student activities  

 

American Legion General Military Excellence Award.  This award consists of a bronze medal 

accompanied by a ribbon with a distinctive miniature attachment depicting a torch.  This award 

is presented annually to one second- or third-year cadet (in a 3-year program) or a third- or 

fourth-year cadet (in a 4-year program) based on the cadet’s general military excellence.  Each 

cadet must:  

 Rank in the top 25% of their AFJROTC class.   

 Demonstrate outstanding qualities in military leadership, discipline, character, and 

citizenship.   

 

Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) Award.  This award consists of a bronze medal 

and ribbon.  This award is presented annually to one third-year (in a 3-year program) or fourth-

year cadet (in a 4-year program) that meets the following criteria:  

 Rank in the top 25% of their AS class.   

 Rank in the top 25% of their high school class.   

 Demonstrate qualities of dependability and good character.   

 Demonstrate adherence to military discipline.   

 Possess leadership ability and a fundamental and patriotic understanding of the importance of 

JROTC training.   

 

American Veterans (AMVETS) Award.  This award consists of a medal pendant and ribbon.  

This award is presented annually to one qualified cadet that possesses individual characteristics 

contributing to leadership such as:  

 A positive attitude toward AFJROTC programs and service in the Air Force.   

 Personal appearance (wearing of the uniform, posture, and grooming, but not physical 

characteristics per se).   

 Personal attributes (initiative, dependability, judgment, and self-confidence).   

 Officer potential (capacity for responsibility, adaptability, and maintenance of high personal 

standards).   

 Obtained a grade of “A” (or the numerical equivalent) in their AS class.   
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 Be in good scholastic standing in all classes at the time of selection and at the time of 

presentation.   

 

Reserve Officers Association (ROA) Award.  This award consists of a bronze medal, ribbon, 

and certificate.  This award is presented annually for military and academic achievement to an 

outstanding third-year cadet (fourth-year cadet in a 4-year program).  The recipient must possess 

individual characteristics contributing to leadership such as:  

 Positive attitude toward the AS curriculum.   

 Outstanding personal appearance (wear of the uniform, posture, and grooming).   

 Attributes of initiative, judgment, and self-confidence.   

 Courtesy (promptness, obedience, and respect).   

 Growth potential (capacity for responsibility, high productivity, adaptability to change).   

 Demonstrate the highest personal, ethical standards & strong positive convictions.   

 Rank in the top 10% of their AS class.   

 

Military Order of World Wars Award.  This award consists of a bronze medal pendant, 

certificate, and ribbon.  This award is presented annually to an outstanding cadet who has 

committed to continue the aerospace science program the following school year.  Selection is 

based on outstanding accomplishments or service to the AFJROTC unit.   

 

Military Officers Association of America (MOAA) Award.  This award, formerly known as 

The Retired Officers Association Award, consists of a medal pendant with ribbon.  This award is 

presented annually to an outstanding second-year cadet (third-year cadet in a 4-year program) 

who shows exceptional potential for military leadership.  Each cadet must:  

 Be a member of the junior class.   

 Be in good academic standing.   

 Be of high moral character.   

 Show a high order of loyalty to the unit, school, and country.   

 Show exceptional potential for military leadership.   

 

Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW) Award.  This award consists of a medal pendant with 

ribbon.  This award presented annually to an outstanding second- or third-year cadet in a 3-year 

program (third- or fourth-year cadet in a 4-year program) who is actively engaged in the 

AFJROTC program and who possesses individual characteristics contributing to leadership.  

Each cadet must:  

 Have a positive attitude toward AFJROTC.   

 Have outstanding military bearing and conduct.   

 Possess strong positive personal attributes (such as courtesy, dependability, punctuality, 

respect, and cooperation).   

 Demonstrate patriotism (being a member of the color guard or drill team) and actively 

promote Americanism.   

 Demonstrate leadership potential.   

 Attain a grade of “B” in AFJROTC with an overall average grade of “C” in all subjects for 

the previous semester.   

 Be active in student activities.   

 Not have been previous recipients of this award.   
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National Sojourners Award.  This award consists of a ribbon, medal pendant, and certificate.  

This award is presented annually recognizing an outstanding first- or second-year cadet (second 

or third-year cadet in a 4-year program) who contributed the most to encourage and demonstrate 

Americanism within the corps of cadets and on campus.  Each cadet must:  

 Be in the top 25% of their academic class.   

 Encourage and demonstrate ideals of Americanism.   

 Demonstrate potential for outstanding leadership.   

 Not have previously received the award.   

 

Military Order of the Purple Heart Award.  This award consists of a medal pendant with a 

ribbon.  This award annually recognizes an outstanding second- or third-year cadet (third- or 

fourth-year cadet in a 4-year program) who is enrolled in the AFJROTC program and 

demonstrates leadership ability.  Each cadet must:  

 Have a positive attitude toward AFJROTC and country.   

 Hold a leadership position in the cadet corps.   

 Be active in school and community affairs.   

 Attain a grade of “B” or better in all subjects for the previous semester.   

 Not have been a previous recipient of this award.   

 

Air Force Sergeants Association (AFSA) Award.  This annual award consists of a medal 

pendant with a ribbon.  This award recognizes an outstanding second- or third-year cadet in a 

three-year program (third- or fourth-year cadet in a 4-year program).  The recipient must 

demonstrate outstanding qualities in military leadership, discipline, character, and citizenship.  

Each cadet must:  

 Be in the top 25% of the AFJROTC class.   

 Demonstrate outstanding qualities in military leadership, discipline, character, and 

citizenship.   

 Not have been a previous recipient of this award.   

 

Tuskegee Airmen Incorporated (TAI) Air Force JROTC Cadet Award.  This TAI sponsored 

award consists of a ribbon and a certificate.  This award is presented annually to two cadets.  

Cadets may be first-year, second-year, or third-year cadets (in a 3- or 4-year program) and must 

meet the following criteria:  

 Attain a grade of “B” or better in their ROTC class.   

 Be in good academic standing.   

 Actively participate in cadet corps activities.   

 Participate in at least 50% of all unit service programs.   

 

AFJROTC Badges:  
 

Awareness Presentation Team Badge.  Awarded for participation on an Awareness 

Presentation Team.  Criteria for becoming a member of the team should be published in the 

Cadet Guide or the Unit Operating Instructions.   
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Kitty Hawk Air Society Badge.  Awarded to cadets who are members of the Kitty Hawk Air 

Society.  The unit’s Kitty Hawk charter should spell out the requirements for entry into the 

society.  Go to WINGS | Logistics | Create Display Orders and order the Kitty Hawk Air Society 

Badge.   

 

Distinguished AFJROTC Cadet Badge.  This annual award consists of a certificate and the 

Distinguished AFJROTC Cadet badge.  The award recognizes one outstanding second-year cadet 

(third-year cadet in a 4-year program) selected at the end of each school year.  This allows the 

recipient to wear the award their final year in the AFJROTC program.  The recipient must be of 

high moral character, demonstrate positive personal attributes, display outstanding military 

potential, and maintain consistent academic and military excellence.  Note: The SASI, in 

coordination with the ASI and with the concurrence of the principal, selects the recipient of this 

award.  The recipient should hold the following awards prior to selection: Leadership Ribbon, 

Achievement Ribbon, Superior Performance Ribbon, Academic Ribbon, Co-curricular Activities 

Leadership Ribbon, Service Ribbon  

 

Aerospace Education Foundation (AEF) Academic Cadet Badge.  Awarded to rising Junior 

and Senior cadets for academic excellence as signified by attaining an overall 3.3 grade point 

average with no grade below “C” on their transcript.  The individuals must be recommended by 

the SASI.   

 

Other Badges.  Wearing badges from other services beyond their intended purpose, badges from 

the regular Air Force, or other organizations on the AFJROTC uniform is prohibited.  Example: 

Unit cannot designate Army Signal Corps or Infantry badges to signify membership in the unit 

color guard or drill team.  However, badges earned by cadets enrolled in a sister service JROTC 

program may be worn on the AFJROTC uniform in the location specified by the sister service.  

The AFJROTC badge location will always take precedence over the sister service badge.   

 

AFJROTC Shoulder Patch.  Wear of the AFJROTC official shoulder patch is mandatory on all 

uniforms except the raincoat, overcoat, and all-weather coat.  Cadets enrolled in Civil Air Patrol 

(CAP) and AFJROTC who use the same uniform for both activities may wear the CAP wing 

patch on the right shoulder and the AFJROTC patch on the left shoulder with the AFJROTC 

shoulder patch taking precedence.   

 

Cadet Shoulder Cords: 

 

Shoulder Cords.  Shoulder cords, or ropes as they are more commonly known, are a symbol of 

accomplishment.  The different colors and styles denote seniority and position within the corps.  

Cadets are authorized to wear one shoulder cord on the left shoulder.  Wear the shoulder cord 

only on light blue shirt and the service dress coat.  On the service dress coat, cords should be 

pinned to the shoulder with the pin hidden beneath the cord.  Instructors will provide the 

appropriate color for each position at the beginning of the semester.   
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VI. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 

 

NC-9511 AFJROTC CONTRACT  

(Sample) 

 

I, ____________________________________________, voluntarily enroll in the West 

Montgomery High School Air Force Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFJROTC) 

program, and I will:  

 Correctly wear the AFJROTC uniform issued to me on all required uniform days and on 

other occasions as directed by the instructors.  

 Maintain my hair and personal grooming within published standards, and keep the uniform 

clean and neat.  

 Make sure my uniform is clean and ready for wear on every required uniform day.  

 

Note: Service Coats must be dry cleaned.  Laundering the Service Coat at home will 

damage it resulting in it being unserviceable.  This may result in student having to pay for 

replacement.  
 Be responsible for the cost of cleaning the AFJROTC uniform through a reputable dry 

cleaner.  Note: Military creases are not authorized.  Damages to uniform caused by the 

cleaners as well as the cost to replace the item are the responsibility of the cadet/parent.  The 

AFJROTC program is not responsible for dry cleaning or replacement cost.  

 Ensure uniforms are returned clean, serviceable and ready for issue at the end of the 

semester.  A $15.00 dry cleaning fee will be assessed if the uniform is not returned dry clean 

and ready for re-issue.  If the uniform is not returned grades will be held and the student will 

not be permitted to graduate until the uniform cost is recovered (approximately $375.00).  

 Acknowledge that failure to wear the AFJROTC uniform properly, respectfully and when 

required may result in an automatic failure of the AFJROTC program (regardless of grades in 

other areas of the program).  Additionally I understand I must maintain uniform cleanliness 

and personal grooming standards while in the program and failing to do so could result in 

course failure.  Uniform wear days will be announced at the beginning of each academic year 

(usually Wednesdays).  

 Abide by WMHS student rules of behavior and refrain from behavior that will discredit the 

school, the uniform and the Cadet Corps.  This includes rendering proper respect for the Flag 

at ALL times.  Daily standing and recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance is required in 

accordance with school policy.  Failure to do so will result in administrative action.  

 Maintain published AFJROTC academic and personal standards.  

 Attend and participate in classes unless excused in accordance with school policy.  

 Actively participate in AFJROTC Community Service activities.  Attend and participate in 

all mandatory cadet activities and make a concerted effort to attend those not mandatory (i.e. 

AFJROTC Ball, Dining In/Out, Parades and fundraising events).  I understand that these 

activities many constitute a major portion of my semester grade in AFJROTC.  

 Accept monetary responsibility for all issued uniform(s), books, and equipment on loan to 

me.  

 Turn in ALL AFJROTC issued uniforms(s), books, and equipment to AFJROTC.  

 

CADET ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:  
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I have read and understand this agreement. I understand that failure to abide by this 

agreement may result in: Financial obligations, probation, demotion, removal from the cadet 

position, restriction from AFJROTC field trips and extracurricular activities, no military 

training credit and probable disenrollment from the AFJROTC program with a failing grade.  
 

______________________________ _____________  

Cadet Signature Date  

 

PARENT/GUARDIAN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:  
 

I/We have discussed the above agreement with my cadet. I/We assume responsibility for the cost 

of the uniform, books and equipment that are U.S. Government property in the unlikely evident 

the uniform is lost or damaged beyond normal wear and tear or becomes unserviceable as 

determined by the AFJROTC Senior Aerospace Science Instructor (SASI). We further 

understand that if I/we fail to make reimbursement for damages/lost items, the government can 

initiate action through the school administration to recover the cost/uniform. We also understand 

the participation in the AFJROTC program is strictly voluntary and does not incur any 

military service obligation.  

 

______________________________ ______________  

Parent Signature Date   
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CADET RANKS 
Top Row: Cadet Enlisted Ranks  

Bottom Row: Cadet Officer Ranks  
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Permanent and Temporary Promotions  

 

Cadet Grade (Rank).  All references to cadet rank will have the prefix “Cadet” as part of the 

cadet rank, i.e. “Cadet Major Steve Canyon”.  Standardized AFJROTC insignia are worn on the 

cadet uniform and represent cadet grade.  Cadets must know and recognize active duty Air Force 

ranks as well as cadet ranks.  There are two types of promotions a cadet may receive.  They are 

permanent promotions and temporary promotions.  

 

Permanent Promotions. This promotion is commensurate with the number of years (AS level) 

of successful AFJROTC completion and will be awarded at the beginning of each semester, 

provided satisfactory progress has been made the previous year.  Retention of the permanent 

promotion is contingent upon satisfactory performance and behavior.  Below is a chart showing 

standard progression and promotions based on AS level.  

 

First Year – Cadet Airman (c/Amn)  

Second Year – Cadet Airman First Class (c/A1C)  

Third Year – Cadet Senior Airman (c/SrA)  

Forth Year – Cadet Staff Sergeant (c/SSgt)  

Temporary Promotions.  Cadets who are part of the cadet staff receive temporary promotions 

based on their position and IAW the Unit Manning Document (UMD).  Cadet special orders will 

produced prior to awarding a cadet a temporary grade based on their cadet job and performance. 

Since the grade is temporary, it will not necessarily be carried over from year to year; 

performance determines achievement and retention.  Officer grades are difficult to achieve and 

will normally be awarded to Cadet Officer Leadership School (COLS) graduates who hold Flight 

Commander or Squadron Commander positions.  The SASI determines if officer grades will be 

awarded and retained by closely scrutinizing a cadet’s entire academic record and conduct.  A 

cadet will wear the cadet temporary grade insignia during his/her tenure in the position. 

Normally, cadets will not hold a temporary grade higher than the maximum grade authorized for 

their job as listed in the (UMD).  

 

Special Orders.  All promotions and job assignments will be announced on Cadet Special 

Orders.  Orders will reflect AFJROTC TRAINING MATERIAL at the top and bottom of all 

pages.  Job assignments will be included on the August promotion order and as required 

throughout the academic year.  No promotions, job assignments, awards, badges or issue of 

insignia will occur until the orders are published.  Orders for duty position assignments, 

ribbons/awards, grade change amendments to correct errors and to assign and job changes will 

be published as required.  

 

Cadet Records.  All probation letters, promotions, demotions, notification letters, and orders 

will be filed in the cadet’s personnel record and/or the computer based WINGS System.  Cadet 

records will be maintained and secured designated area.  Cadets transferring to another school 

will not be permitted to hand carry their cadet record; the gaining JROTC unit must request that 

the cadet record be sent to them upon the cadet’s enrollment in their program.  

 

Cadet Evaluation Board (CEB).  The SASI may convene a Cadet Evaluation Board, chaired by 

the Cadet Squadron Commander, to recommend cadets for demotions/discipline, promotions, 
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policy review and other corps related matters.  The SASI may appoint an investigative officer or 

First Sergeant to investigate and gather the facts related to a violation.  The investigative officer 

will then recommend a cadet evaluation board be convened based on his/her findings.  

The SASI will direct the Cadet Squadron Commander to convene a Cadet Evaluation Board with 

an official memorandum.  As a minimum, the board will consist of the Cadet Commander 

(Chairperson), Cadet First Sergeant (Recorder), Cadet Flight Commanders and at least one other 

none staff cadet selected by the SASI/ASI.  The SASI and/or ASI will advise the board and must 

be present at all Cadet Evaluation Boards.  A copy of the sanitized, general proceeding minutes 

will be published, approved by the SASI and placed in the accused cadet file.  Every board 

participant must conduct himself or herself with the highest degree of integrity, regardless of the 

role they have.  

 

Promotion Recommendation. Flight Commanders may request a promotion for one of his/her 

staff members based on the cadet performance and/or other action where the cadet has shown 

significant growth, leadership or extraordinary performance.  The recommending officer will fill 

out the appropriate recommendation form and a Cadet Evaluation board will be convened. The 

Cadet Squadron Commander advise the SASI on his/her recommendation.  The SASI will be 

final authority on promotion.  

Policy Review. For this purpose, the Cadet Evaluation Board will include squadron first 

sergeant.  The Cadet Evaluation Board will develop a system that provides each cadet an 

opportunity to identify complaints, concerns, or recommendations of either a personal or corps 

interest to the board for appropriate action.  The board will recommend new policies, procedures, 

or changes to existing ones contained in this handbook or policy statements to the SASI/ASI. 

The SASI will direct when the board will convene to investigate cadet misconduct and 

recommend to the SASI/ASI appropriate courses of action.  Only cadet officers assigned to the 

board will convene to investigate allegations against cadet officers.  The SASI will also direct 

when the board will convene to enforce corps policies such as academic standards.  

 

Disciplinary Review. If a cadet fails to do his/her job or violates the cadet honor code and/or Air 

Force Core Values, the responsible Flight Commander will give them warning and notify the 

SASI or ASI, if the cadet continues the negative behavior they may be brought before a Cadet 

Evaluation Board for review and administrative actions.  

 

Administrative Actions. Administrative action may include the following:  

- Letter of Counseling  

- Letter of Reprimand  

- Demotion  

- Removal from Cadet Corps  

 

Demotions. If a cadet is recommended for removal from his/her position a Cadet Evaluation 

Board will be convened.  The recommending officer will complete the appropriate 

recommendation form.  If a cadet is removed from a staff position to which they hold a 

temporary promotion, the cadet will be demoted to their permanent rank.  If a cadet is not on 

staff they will be demoted to the next lower rank.  The SASI is the final authority in regards to 

demotions.  
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Cadet Evaluation Board Procedures  

 

Board Formation:  
 The Squadron CC recommends convening of a board after using the appropriate form to the 

SASI/ASI for approval.  

 The board will always consist of the accuser and the accused.  

 The Corps Commander will always serve as the board’s Chairperson.  

 Boards involving an enlisted cadet will always have the First Sergeant present.  

 Boards involving the discipline of a cadet officer will consist of only cadet officers.  

 

Discipline/Demotion. The accused will have the right to meet the board. They will have 

received a letter with charges against them and the date of the board.  

 

Board Policies:  
 Charged Cadet will report in to the Corps Commander  

 Corps Commander will greet, read charges, and ask cadet to sit.  

 Accuser will state case and say why discipline is required, witnesses upon request, etc.  

 Defendant will then be given the opportunity to defend self as they see fit. Defendant my 

request witnesses to meet with the board, limited to three.  

 Accuser and defendant will be dismissed before the board reviews case.  

 Upon finishing of board defendant will be brought in and informed of the board’s decision.  

 Corps Commander takes care of all paper work.  

 

Cadet Officer and NCO Authority Limitations. Cadet Officers and Noncommissioned 

Officers are authorized to take charge of and direct subordinate cadets in the performance of 

AFJROTC Leadership and Training.  They will judiciously enforce military discipline at all 

times and will never demean, belittle, harass or use obscene language or physical force.  Proven 

abuse of cadet officer or NCO authority will result in immediate demotion of the individual 

concerned.  Cadets will not attempt to use AFJROTC rank or position to obtain personal gain or 

favor.  Cadet rank is an AFJROTC Leadership training tool.  Therefore, cadet rank exists only 

when taking part in authorized AFJROTC activities.  

 

Hazing. Hazing is strictly forbidden. Although hazing was defined early in the cadet guide; 

hazing can also be defined as “The practice of directing someone of lesser rank to perform a 

humiliating action, that entails the surrender of dignity and self-respect, or a hazardous action 

exposing one to physical injury or bodily harm.”  The SASI will deal harshly with any cadet who 

uses their leadership position, seniority, or rank/grade to engage in behavior, physical or verbal, 

that is demeaning, retaliatory, or dangerous for personal gain.  This prohibition includes directing 

a cadet to do pushups or other physical activities for punishment or directing comments toward a 

cadet that can be interpreted as threatening, demeaning, or containing prejudicial or sexual 

comments or overtones.  The SASI and/or ASI will brief all cadets on this policy.  ANY TYPE 

OF PHYSICAL OR MENTAL ABUSE AND PUNISHMENT IS STRICTLY 

PROHIBITED.  
 

Reserve Participation.  A Reserve Cadet is a student who either 1) completed the entire 

AFJROTC Academic Program, 2) is in a 4x4 schedule and completed an AFJROTC course 
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during one term, but is not participating in an AFJROTC course during the current term. 

Students meeting this criteria may be designated, with SASI/ASI concurrence, as a Reserve 

Cadet.  Reserve Cadets may participate in all AFJROTC activities (community service, drill 

team, honor guard, etc.).  Time in reserve status does not count towards the Certificate of 

Completion.  Cadets may retain their uniform for the entire academic year.  Cadet must sign a 

Reserve Cadet Contract in order to participate.  

 

Cadet Squadron Staff Meeting.  The Cadet Squadron Commander will schedule, publicize, and 

conduct staff meetings as appropriate each week.  Meetings are open to all cadets.  This meeting 

provides for face-to-face communications between the Commander and subordinate staff.  The 

meeting allows for the planning and implementation of cadet activities, and provides cadets an 

opportunity to develop communications, management, and leadership skills.  An agenda should 

be published and posted prior to the meeting.  Minutes will also be accomplished, published, and 

posted in a timely manner after each meeting.  The Cadet Squadron Commander will ensure that 

an orderly meeting is conducted.  

 

Cadet Commander’s Staff Meeting Procedures  

 

I. Preparations for Staff Meetings:  
 

A. The Officer in Charge  

B. Prior to the Staff Meeting, the First Sergeant will set up the AFJROTC classroom.  

 

II. Bringing the meeting to Order:  
 

A. The First Sergeant will lead the staff in citing the Pledge of Allegiance  

B. The First Sergeant will call the roll and record results  

C. Upon the Commanders Arrival the First Sergeant will call the room to attention.  The 

Commander will seat everyone and greet his/her Cadet Staff.  

D. The First Sergeant will take the minutes and summarized the previous staff meeting minutes.  

E. Old business will be reported by the appropriate Flight Commander. Any other events and/or 

community service projects will be reported by the officer in charge of the activity.  

F. Upcoming dates and new business will be reported by the Commander.  

G. After being acknowledged, the cadet will rise and state his/her business.  

H. Commander will open the floor to the SASI and the ASI.  

I. Commander will make closing remarks.  

J. The First Sergeant will call the room to attention and the Commander will dismiss.  

 

III. Conduct During and After Staff Meetings:  
 

A. There will be no spectators; only those with relevant business will attend.  Side talk will not 

be tolerated.  

B. If a cadet becomes a problem, he/she will be asked to leave and the appropriate disciplinary 

actions will be taken.  
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IV. Follow-Up Action to the Staff Meeting: The First Sergeant will keep the minutes of the 

Staff Meetings.  He/She will have them typed and posted in the back of the JROTC Classroom 

and a copy placed in the minutes binder within two school days.  

 

VII. COMMUNITY SERVICE AND OTHER EVENTS: 
 

The following are some of the community service and other events our cadets may have the 

opportunity to participate in during the year.  Cadets are encouraged to participate as community 

service is the hallmark of our program and counts toward promotions and honor flight.  The 

following list is not all inclusive:  

 

A. Parades - NC-9511 plays a significant role in community service.  All cadets are invited to 

march in any parades the unit participates in.  

 

B. Annual Dining Out/AFJROTC Ball - The Annual Dining Out and/or AFJROTC Ball is a 

chance for the Corps to get together and have a good time.  The Military Ball is usually held near 

the end of the first semester.   

 

C. Field Days - We hold field days twice each year.  It is a day of fun and friendly competition 

between schools, usually West Stanly High School and East Montgomery High School. 

Information about these events will be discussed at length in class.  

 

D. Adopt-A-Highway – This community service event allows cadets the opportunity to 

participate in the NC Adopt-A-Highway during the academic day. We do this in conjunction 

with the Mt. Gilead VFW.  

 

E.  Others – There will be other opportunities to gain community service hours throughout the 

year.  Cadets are encouraged to seek out volunteer community service events and coordinate 

with staff and instructors as to how the corps can participate.  

 

VIII. OUTSTANDING FLIGHT (HONOR FLIGHT) 
 

NC-9511 is made up of three flights per semester.  Flights will compete in several areas in order 

to earn the distinction of Honor Flight.  When the winning flight is announced, each member of 

that flight will receive an Outstanding Flight Ribbon to be worn on the uniform.  In addition, 

winning flights will earn an end of year Pizza Party.  Criteria and how to calculate points for 

Honor Flight is shown below.  

 

Honor Flight Calculator  
 

  

Fundraising  50 points maximum (see note 1)  

Uniform Average  100 points maximum (see note 2)  

AFJROTC Class Average  100 points maximum (see note 2)  

Conduct  100 points maximum (see note 2)  

Community Service  20 points maximum Credit one point for each 

hour of community service (see note 3)  
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Absences  Negative points will be assessed for absences 

(see notes 4)  

 

  

 

NOTE 1: Results are based Flight Average (Example: If a flight of 25 cadets raised $900 

the average will be 900 divided by 25 = 36 points.  If a flight of 19 cadets raised $900 the 

average would be 900 divided by 19 = 47 points).  Maximum points a flight can earn in this 

category is 50.  

NOTE 2: Results are based on current term flight average when the factors are calculated. 

Maximum points in this category is 100 points.  

NOTE 3: Community service hours are calculated using the average of the total number of 

community service hours the entire flight participated in. Maximum 20 points.  

NOTE 4: Flight receive a deduction based on the average absences per cadet per flight. 

(Example: If a flight 17 members and 37 total absences the average would be 17 divided by 

37 = 2.17.  The 2.17 would be converted to a negative -2.17.  

 

 

IX. CERTIFICATES OF COMPLETION AND TRAINING 

 

Certificate of Completion (AFROTC Form 310). Presented to a cadet in good standing 

who has successfully completed four years of AFJROTC. SASI/ASI reviews the entire 

period of enrollment and determines if a certificate is to be issued, since the SASI certifies 

to the armed services that the cadet has earned and deserves training credit. A cadet must 

have this certificate in their possession when enrolling in college ROTC or when enlisting 

in the armed services to receive the following training credit:  

 Excused from one year of the General Military Course (GMC) in the college AFROTC 

program. Must contact the Professor of Aerospace Science (PAS) at the college or 

university where the cadet is enrolled to receive training credit.  

 Enlistment pay grade E-3 in the Army, Navy, or Air Force and E-2 in the Marine Corps 

(Active Duty or Reserves) after completion of basic training. Provides immediate 

substantial monetary benefit and accelerated promotion ahead of other enlistees who 

enter active duty at the same time.  

 

Certificate of Training (AF Form 1256). Presented to a senior cadet in good standing 

who successfully completes two or three years of AFJROTC.  Like the Certificate of 

Completion, the SASI will review the cadet’s entire enrollment to determine if a certificate 

of training is to be awarded.  The cadet must have the certificate in their possession to 

receive the following training credit:  

 Enlistment pay grade E-2 or E-3 in the Army, Navy, Air Force, or E-2 in the Marine 

Corps (Active Duty or Reserves) after completion of basic training.  Provides 

immediate, substantial, monetary benefit and accelerated promotion ahead of other 

enlistees who enter active duty at the same time.  

 

Eligibility. These certificates are very important documents and are not awarded 

automatically based solely on academic grades.  Total cadet performance and conduct is 
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considered.  It is possible to academically complete the AFJROTC courses but not be 

awarded a certificate.  The SASI and the Principal will confer when a certificate may not be 

issued.  These certificates are not awarded solely upon completion of the program. 

Academic achievements and overall performance is also looked at.  Final determination for 

awarding either certificate is made by the SASI and the school principal.  

 

X. DRILL AND CEREMONIES 
 

Leadership training is a major focus of every AFJROTC unit.  One of the simplest and most 

effective ways to teach leadership is through individual and unit drill.  Drill is a necessary 

skill in the military profession, and when done well, it has a unifying effect that promotes 

discipline, teamwork, and Esprit de Corps.  For the individual cadet, drill is a major factor 

in developing poise, precision, confidence, and high morale.  We will spend a significant 

amount of time outdoors and in the commons area developing drill and ceremonies skills. 

First year cadets will learn basic drill movements and how to follow commands.  The 

primary reference that all cadets will become familiar with during leadership training is the 

AFMAN 36-2203 (Drill and Ceremonies).  Second, third, and fourth year cadets will learn 

more difficult commands, lead the formation, and must be able to train cadets on proper 

drill sequences, commands, and basic drill fundamentals.  

 

Every second year cadets will need to know and be able to command a flight through the 

“30 Step Drill Sequence” listed below.  Cadets will be graded on their ability to properly 

execute these commands in sequence and control the flight within 100’ x 100’ drill area. 

See next page for Flight Drill Evaluation Sequence.  

 

Second Year Cadet Flight Drill Evaluation Sequence  
Flight Commander will report in stating: “Sir/Ma’am, NC-9511 is prepared for the 30-

step drill sequence.  Request permission to use your drill area, Sir/Ma’am!”  

 

1. Fall In  

2. Open Ranks March  

3. Ready Front  

4. Close Ranks March  

5. Present Arms  

6. Order Arms  

7. Parade Rest  

8. Attention  

9. Left Face  

10. About Face  

11. Forward March  

12. Right Flank March  

13. Left Flank March  

14. Column Right March  

15. Forward March  

16. To the Rear March  
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17. To the Rear March  

18. Column Right March  

19. Forward March  

20. Eyes Right (Salute the Evaluator) 

21. Ready Front  

22. Column Right March  

23. Forward March  

24. Change Step March  

25. Column Right March  

26. Forward March  

27. Flight Halt  

28. Left Face  

29. Right Step March  

30. Flight Halt  

Flight Commander will salute the evaluator to signify completion and report out 

stating: “Sir/Ma’am, NC-9511, request permission to exit your drill area, Sir/Ma’am!”  

 

XI. AFJROTC NC-9511 CLUBS AND EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
 

There are several voluntary cadet extracurricular activities that supplement aerospace or 

leadership experiences.  These activities bring cadets together with common interests, build 

esprit de corps, and are ways to create lasting friendships, and guarantee a good time to 

those who get involved. Involvement teaches responsibility, teamwork, and cooperation.  It 

is also a positive, visible way to publicize to the community the values we teach and live 

by.  The SASI and/or ASI will monitor all activities and will serve as advisors.  

Additionally, active duty/Reserve/National Guard military and parents or guardians may 

help monitor and teach these activities.  The following description of activities is not all-

inclusive and may change depending on what activities the NC-9511 cadets want to 

support.  

 

Kitty Hawk Air Society. This AFJROTC Honorary Society promotes academic 

excellence, service, and patriotism.  An invitation to join will be extended only to cadets 

who have an “B+” average in their AFJROTC courses and an overall “B” school average 

with no failing grades.   Cadets will complete a pledge program to become a member. A 

distinctive badge will be awarded upon indoctrination into this elite AFJROTC NC-9511 

society.    

 

Awareness Presentation Team (APT).  This team consists of select cadets who educate 

elementary and middle school students about social issues such as drug education and 

staying in school.  Cadets can earn an ATP badge to wear on the uniform.  

 

Color Guard. This elite cadet corps presents and posts the US and North Carolina colors at 

school, Corps, and community functions.  This co-curricular activity provides an 

opportunity for cadets to learn to respect and properly present national and state flags.  The 

Color Guard NCOIC will be a cadet selected by the SASI/ASI who has normally been on 
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the team in the past and serves on the cadet staff.  The Color Guard NCOIC will write an 

operating instruction describing color guard operation and membership to include practice 

times for SASI approval.   

 

Fundraising Projects. The Cadet Corps needs money to support its many activities and 

community service projects. Various fund raising activities are accomplished each school 

year to raise money. The extent that cadets and their parents/guardians support these 

activities will determine the level of funding the corps has to minimize costs for social and 

formal functions and to purchase items that will enhance the Corp’s operation and cadet 

esprit de corps. Cadets are highly encouraged to participate.  

 

CIA/Field Trips. This is an important part of the AFJROTC curriculum.  The SASI/ASI 

will permit only cadets who are in good standing (passing AFJROTC, have not had a 

history of poor behavior or uniform personal appearance violations, etc.) to participate in 

field trips.  The SASI will publish a memorandum listing those selected, dress 

requirements, and other instructions that must be complied with to participate on the trip.  

The school must sanction all trips, and cadets must have their parent/guardian’s permission 

to participate.  Trips will normally occur on school days, but may include evenings and/or 

weekends.  Please refer to the following list before any bus ride and heed them throughout 

the trip.  

 Before any and all trips, you should arrive at the designated meeting place at least ten 

minutes earlier than the departure time.  This allows for roll call to be taken and 

announcements to be made, while still leaving on time.  

 All cadets will fall in for roll call before getting on/in the bus/vehicle(s).  

 Whenever boarding or re-boarding the bus, sit in your original assigned seats. This 

helps speed up roll call.  

 Profane language and/or derogatory remarks, along with disrespect to higher rank will 

not be tolerated.  

 Smoking and/or chewing tobacco products to include e-Cigarettes is prohibited.  

 Displays of affection will not be tolerated by anyone, especially in public.  

 All trash will be placed in trash bags in either the front or the back of the bus.  Trash 

found in your area will immediately place you on the Cleanup Crew for the duration of 

the trip.  

 
II. MISCELLEANEOUS 

 

Commander’s Call.  A commander's call is a mandatory gathering in which the Cadet 

Squadron Commander speaks the entire Cadet Corps regarding pertinent current or upcoming 

information (such as a work section opening/closing, or a new program being implemented) or 

concerns.  Commanders also may use this forum to recognize specific achievements and 

promotions.  The First Sergeant will normally provide a Squadron Safety briefing and give 

Flight Commander the opportunity to address program initiatives and goals.  Normally 

conducted once per semester.  

 

Change of Command Ceremony. A change of command ceremony is a military tradition that 

represents a formal transfer of authority and responsibility for a unit from one commanding 

officer to another.  The passing of colors, standards from an outgoing commander to an 
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incoming one ensures that the unit and its personnel are never without official leadership, a 

continuation of trust, and also signifies an allegiance of cadets to their unit's commander.  

Normally conducted once per year or when deemed appropriate.  

 

Wellness Program. Cadets enrolling in the AFJROTC program will be required to participate 

in physical fitness training. There will be classroom instruction, team sports, workouts and 

fitness assessments. Fitness assessment events include: 1 mile run, push ups, sit ups, sit & 

reach, and a shuttle run. 

 

Medical Evaluation. It is always advisable to consult your physician prior to initiating any 

regimented exercise program.  This physical fitness training program will include numerous 

activities and a personal fitness regimen with obtainable objectives.  All cadets must sign the 

AFJROTC Physical Health Screening Questionnaire Form prior to participating in the Cadet 

Physical Training Program.  Cadets who meet the West Montgomery High School requirement 

to participate in physical fitness also meets the AFJROTC requirement.  However, cadets who 

are not able to participate must have a valid documented excuse from a doctor in order to be 

excused from participation.  Cadets must dress out in the Air Force provided Physical Training 

Uniform unless otherwise directed by the SASI/ASI.  

 

Competitions. During the year, physical fitness and athletic competitions may become a part of 

field days, flight, and other corps competitions.  

 

Presidential Fitness Test (PFT).  Cadet will be given a physical fitness assessment at the 

beginning of the semester.  Each cadet will be required to take a physical fitness test at the end 

of the semester to measure improvement.  We encourage you to start an individual program 

now and stay physically active in order to reap the benefits of a physically fit body now and 

throughout your adulthood.  If you are physically fit, you will perform better in school and in 

all other activities.  

 

XII. ATTACHMENTS 

 

Drill/Color Guard Team Contract (Example) 

 
I agree to abide by all drill procedures and regulations put forward by the Drill Team Staff.   I 

also agree to abide by any commands given by the Drill Team Staff, Team Commanders, and 

Instructors.  

 

Rules Regarding Drill Team  
 The Drill Team Commanders and NCOICs are to be respected at all times.  They are in 

charge of the team, if they are not present for some reason the senior ranking cadet will take 

charge.  

 All team members will report directly to practice upon the dismissal bell.  

 All team members will be on time to practice.   

 Horse play will not be tolerated at all.  Any disruptive behavior will be dealt with and there 

will be consequences to include possible removal from the team.  

 Absolutely no electronics will be used by team members during practice.  This includes 

cellular phones, iPods, etc.  
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 No flip flops, clogs, crocs or socks/barefoot will be tolerated while at drill practice.  You 

must wear appropriate shoes to drill.  

 Any disciplinary matters will be referred to the Drill Team Commander for evaluation and 

possible punitive action.  

 No arguments.  

 

If these rules and regulations and contract stipulations are not recognized, I understand that I 

can be placed under disciplinary review or drill probation.  If serious enough infractions arise, I 

understand that I can be removed from the drill team program.  

 

In signing this contract I agree to work as hard as I can to get good grades.  I agree to be 

removed from the drill teams for failing grades (F’s) and to be under academic review for 

unsatisfactory grades (D’s).  

 

______________________________________________________ 

Name and Grade ________________________________________Date___________________  

***By signing I acknowledge that I have read the above terms and conditions. *** 

 

 


